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'Listen, my momma may
have raised a mean child,

but she raised no hypocrites.'

Holly Ivins on George Bush:

"Deep down, George Bush is shallow."
The Progressive, March 1989.

"We do have some minimal standards for citizenship. Real
Texans do not wear blue slacks with little green whales all over
them. Real Texans do not refer to trouble as 'deep doo-doo.'
George Bush has a hard time passing."
The Progressive, March 1988.

"Now George Bush the Younger is running for governor of
Texas. We call him 'Shrub.' "

The Progressive, May 1989.

Molly Ivins on Ronald Reagan:

"It's such a fun Administration—half of it is under average
and the other half is under indictment."

The Progressive, June 1988.

"If Reagan's IQ slips any lower, we'll have to water him
twice a day."
The Progressive, January 1987.

Molly Ivins on Texas:

"The criterion for being considered an honest politician
in Texas is as follows: If you can't take their money, drink
their whiskey, screw their women, and vote against 'em anyway,
you don't qualify."
The Progressive, June 1989.

"Things are so bad in Houston, the lawyers are walking around
with their hands in their own pockets."
The Progressive, September 1986.

You'll get Molly Ivins's humor and a whole lot more when
you subscribe to The Progressive... Investigative
reporting... Hardhitting editorials... Incisive intei^iews
... And great columnists like Molly Ivins.

—Molly Ivins, The Progressive

Molly Ivins makes you
laugh ... every month
In The Progressive.

• Make me
laugh, Molly.
Send me a one-year
subscription to
The Progressive for
only $16.97.

Name (please print)

Address, Apt.

State, Zip

• My payment is enclosed.
• Bill me later.

Complete this form and mail to:

P.O. Box 54615

Boulder, CO 80321-4615
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Maintain the Ties

Sheldon Rampton is right in his col

umn, "One Step Back, One Up Front"

(Spring 1990). The main purpose of sister

cities is to meet, work with and support

people — not govemments — in foreign

lands.

I have no love for the newly-elected

government in Nicaragua — nor, for that

matter, for the Sandinistas. But hopefully,

the recent election results have brought an

end to the war in Nicaragua and a chance

for a normalization of life there.

It's time for rebuilding in Nicaragua.

U.S. cities with sister-city ties can offer

moral and material support for a country

with a devastated homeland and economy.

They can provide an international voice

for Nicaragua's people if the new govern

ment should abuse its power or does not

live up to its promises. Even with the dis

appointment that some people feel with the

election returns, they should work even

harder to keep the sister city ties strong.

Earl Travis

San Francisco, CA

Stamp Out Hypocrisy

Recently, I read your article on the

Slepak Principles (Winter 1989-90), and

am struck by the hypocrisy of some of our

city leaders.

Personally, I am just as appalled by

human rights abuses in the Soviet Union as

I am by those within the apartheid system

in South Africa. Yet while cities can't wait

Bulletin of Municipal Foreign Policy



to get on the anti-apartheid bandwagon, propaganda onslaught of booklets and
few seem eager to take a stand against the handouts aimed at convincing consumers

U.S.S.R. and align themselves with the that McDonald's really does care about the

Slepak Principles.

Wouldn'titbeniceif 1
f

mayors and city councils

maintained the same standards

regarding political, economic or

social repression, no matter

where it takes place? Without

doubt, glasnost is a hopeful sign,

but that doesn't mean we should

environment and recycling. Meanwhile,

its food is still packaged in CFC-spewing

toxins. Who are they trying to kid?

If the Bulletin is really interestedifth

in.

ta

s'\ in the environment, 1suggest you

take a close, hard look at

McDonald's and its allies,

which are using every

opportunity to keep cit-

ies off-balance in

their anti-CFC ef-

forts. The only real

green campaign by the

McDonald's is the one aimed at lining

its own pockets with dollars.

Stephen Meadows

Denver, CO

lower our own moral standards

when it comes to the Soviet Union.

Let's stop choosing to raise our voices

selectively against human rights abuses —

protestingloudlyagainst some and ignor

ing others.

Frank Sears

Des Moines, lA

The Green Campaign

I find the Bulletin of Municipal For

eign Policyvery informativeand thought-

provoking. But I have to wonder why you

don't take a stronger stand against the pol

luters who seem to feel no twinges of guilt

as they ravage the environment.

Your article, "The Battle Over CFCs

Escalates"(Spring 1990),isacase inpoint.

While reporting on the attempts to under

mine Suffolk County's anti-plastics law,

you've let the plastics industry off too

easily. The industry'seffortsare partof a

multi-million-dollar legal and public rela

tions campaign more interested in its own

bottom line than the fate of the earth.

During a recentvisittoMcDonald's,I

was struck by that company's expensive

Summer 1990

Just Say Yes

Thanks for Michael Shuman's excel

lent editorial, "Cities on Drugs." The con

nection between the culture of greed, the

culture of instant gratification and the cul

ture of drugs seems to be overlooked by all

but a few. Our country's "waron drugs" is,

in essence, a war against itself.

It is refreshing to hear a reasonable

voice calling for a reallocation of federal

funds away from the military and toward

the rebuilding of our cities. Only when

America's resources are directed toward

shared, positive ends will we, as a people,

have the will to reject the culture of drugs.

Gail Fellows

San Antonio, NM

CID
CENTER FOR

INNOVATIVE

DIPLOMACY

The Center for Innovative Diplo
macy is a non-profit, non-partisan
public benefit corporation dedi
cated to promoting global peace,
justice, environmental protection,
and sustainable development
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in international affairs. As a coali
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interested indocumenting, analyz
ing, and promoting municipal for
eign policies throughout the world.
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UP FRONT

A Tale of Two Courts
Two recent decisions should force a re-evaluation of the legal

arguments used in municipal foreign policy cases.

by Michael Shuman

of foreign and military policy."
Notquite. TheU.S.Constitution givesmany powers to state

andlocal governments toformulate theirownforeign policies, but
more on that in a moment.

MASKS FOOLING NOBODY
For now, it is worth noting that many NFZ enthusiasts

have been tooeager toparrot thearguments ofconservative legal
scholars — that cities and statescan play no major role in U.S.

The U.S. Constitution gives many

powers to state and local

governments to formulate their

First, the good news: Last September the highest court in
MarylandupheldBaltimore'santi-apartheiddivestmentor
dinances. Specifically, the court found that the laws did not

violate the city's fiduciary responsibility to invest city workers'
pension funds prudently,did not unduly burden interstate com
merce,anddidnotconflictwiththenationalComprehensive Anti-
ApartheidAct of 1986. This was an important,mu
ch-deservedvictoryfor the more than 100localjurisdictions that
have divested from South Africa andhelped bring about many of
the progressive changes now occurring there.

If you read the fine print of the Baltimore case, how
ever, you discover some bad news as well —that the 'X
Marylandcourtbaseditsdecisionon a factualfindingthat
"the effect of the ordinances on South Africa is minimal

and indirect." Had the court found otherwise, itimplied p
that it would have held the ordinances unconstitutional.

Come again? The court found that divestment had no
major impact on South Africa or U.S. policy toward South g'
Africa? Anyone evenmildly in touchwithrealityknows
that the Maryland judges were fudging here to get the
result theywanted. Tobesure, it's a resultwelike,butthe O
logic is abominable. Mustevery municipalforeign policy
prove its irrelevance to be legal?

Finally, the worst news of all: At the end of April a federal
district judge in Oakland invalidated nearly all of the city's
nuclear-free zone(NFZ) ordinance, declaring that it "is designed
to establish a comprehensive policy that cannot help but conflict
with the federal government and Constitution." Federal judge
JohnP. Vukasin, Jr. forcedOaklandto resume granting business
permits and enteringmunicipal contracts with nuclear-weapons
manufacturers, andtoliftitsrestrictions onthestorage or transport
of nuclear materials within the city limits.

As in the Baltimore case, attorneys defending the Oakland
ordinance contended thatits impact on U.S. foreign andmilitary
policieswas"speculativeand indirect." Their argumentsechoed
the long-standinglegal strategyof the NFZ movement. In a 1985
handbook, for example, the Lawyers' Committee on Nuclear
Policy recommended thatordinances should be"adopted pursu
ant to the 'police power' authority that gives state and local
jurisdictions the power to adopt legislation to protect 'health,
safety andpublic morals,' and is not merely an attempt to influ
ence national military and foreign policy. The U.S. Constitution
reserves to the federal government the development and execution

own foreign policies.

foreign policy. Butdid Oakland'svoters really careonlyabout
denuclearizing their own city? Hardly. They created an NFZ
because they abhorred nuclear weapons and a national security
policy based on nuclear genocide. Yes, they wanted to start in
theirownbackyard, butnoonewanted tostopthere. Nuclearfree
zones aim to raise the moral, financial, and bureaucratic costs for
the U.S. government to continue the nuclear arms race. If they
didn't, why bother to pass them? But the leaders of the NFZ
movement calculated that by emphasizing the local impacts of
their measures they could avoid challenging the conservative
view that cities should stay out of foreign policy. Well, the
charade failed.

The initiatives in the Baltimore and Oakland cases clearly
affected U.S. foreign policy. That was their whole point.
But rather than defend the ordinances on bedrock principles of
democracy — that Americans have a right to be involved in
foreign policy, andthatcities have a right to refuse to participate
inapartheidor nuclear-weaponsproductionunlessthere's a lawto
thecontrary—their lawyers weaved cleverarguments abouthow
these cases were purely local matters. The tactic backfired. In

Bulletin of Municipal Foreign Policy
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future cases, would come out more favorably.

TURNING AWAY FROM ZSCHERNIG
The key legal problem we now face is the 1967 case of

Zschernig v. Miller. At theheight of theCold War, Oregon had

Baltimore we wound up with a Pyrrhic victory — a decision
saying that divestment ordinances are fine providing they are
impotent. In Oakland we suffered an unequivocal loss — a
decision that says that allnuclear-free zones areunconstitutional.

The time has come to start making legal arguments that are
more intellectually and politically honest. Cities are
divesting from South Africa, declaring nuclear-free
zones, forming peace and conversion commissions, Xl
sending humanitarian assistance to Central America,
and undertaking a hundred other initiatives because
they want to —and deserve to—participate in foreign Su
policy-making. And ifwe ever want courts tosanction
local involvementin foreign policy, we must begin by
insisting that it ispolitically proper. Z l

If we have leamed anything from the Supreme
Court overthe past200 years, it's thatnew legal prin
ciples usually emerge after new public norms. Acivil pr
rights movement was needed topromote court-ordered
desegregation. Awomen's movement had toclamor in
the streets for equal pay and reproductive rights before riC
thecourtseriously pursuedaffirmative actionandabor
tion rights. And a widespread environmental move
ment was needed to expand judicial review of dangerous and
polluting development projects.

But could we ever convince the U.S. Supreme Court to

Ifwe have learned anything from the

Supreme Court over the past

200 years, it's that new legal

principles usually emerge after

new public norms.

passed a statute preventing foreigners residing in the state from
inheriting property iftheir home countries did not allow Oregoni-
ans toinherit property. Viewing the statute asdesigned topunish

DUl vUUiU WO ovoi vv/iivnioo iiiv j j ^ .

support municipal foreign policy? Absolutely. In fact, the clear communist countries for their confiscatory estate laws, the U.S.
federalist understanding between 1787 and 1967 was that cities
could participate in foreign affairs providing they violated no
specific national laws. Ifwe could convince the Supreme Court
to return to this initial understanding, the results and the logic of
the Baltimore and Oakland cases, as well as those of hundreds of

Supreme Court invalidated the law and, in the process, declared
foritself thepower tohaltany local orstate interference with U.S.
foreign policy, even if there was no specific federal law being
broken.

The time has come to mount a direct challenge, political and

Summer 1990



legal, to this totalitarian doctrine. Why would a conservative
Supreme Court in the 1990s consider backing away from
Zschernig and granting state and local authorities power to
participate in foreign policy? Consider fourpossible reasons.

First, mostof thejustices sitting on the Supreme Courtnow
claim to be stalwart believers in upholding theoriginal intent of
ourFounding Fathers. That intent—evident inthe plain language
of the Constitution, in the historyof the Constitutional Conven
tion,andinthepagesoftheFederalistPapers—is thatthefederal

. government should have stronger powers in foreign policy, not
that state and local governments should bebooted entirely outof
the field.

If the Founding Fathers really intended to eliminate all
foreign policy powers from local and state govemments, surely
theywould have saidso. But theysimply puta small number of
limitations on statepower. According to the Constitution, states
— and, by implication, cities — cannot enter into "anyTreaty,
Alliance, or Confederation" with foreign powers. Nor canthey,
without thepermission ofCongress, putduties onforeign goods,
keep troops or ships for waging war, or enter"compacts" with
eachotherorothercountries. Andanydirectconflictwithfederal
laws or treaties is preempted under the Supremacy Clause.

None ofthese provisions contravene what we today regard as
municipal foreign policy. Cities remain free toeducate, research,
passresolutions, and lobby on foreign policy questions. Provid
ingthere is no written federal lawbeing frustrated, citiesare free
to decide whatcountries or multinational companies with whom
they will enter contracts orinwhom they will invest their pension
andsurplus revenue funds. Andsince the"compacts" theFound
ers wereprohibiting were laterdefinedby the Supreme Court to
be only the most egregious transgressions ofnational sovereignty
(thelastviolation was found in 1840), virtually all of thecultural
exchanges, trade agreements, environmental pacts, and sister

between the two entities were expected. And whatever doubt
remains about how to allocate various foreign relations powers
was resolved by the Tenth Amendment: "The powersnot dele
gated tothe United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by
it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the
people."

It is easyto understand whylegalscholars suchas Columbia
University's Louis Henkin have criticized Zschernig as having
"little basis" in the words or history of the Constitution.
Overruling Zschernig would restore the original intent of the
Framers.

RENOUNCING JUDICIAL ACTIVISM
Second, dumping Zschernig would enable the conservative

justices to strike a blow against their most hated nemesis —
judicial activism. Zschernig substantially expanded the power of
courts inanarea that the Framers intended toleave tothe political
branches of government. What business does a robed judge —
typically without experience in foreign policy — have telling
local, state and national govemments how to mn their intema-
tional affairs?

Eliminating Zschernig would retum the jobofsetting guide
lines for proper state actions towhere itbelongs —the Congress.
If a local initiative is so threatening to national security that it
cannot await Congressional action, the executive can always issue
anexecutiveorder. Butif neitherCongress nor thePresident can
muster the political support topass laws or issue orders banning
certain kinds of municipal foreign policies, courts should no
longer arrogate that power to themselves.

Third, Zschernig was — amazingly — written by Justice
WilliamO. Douglas,probablybecausehedislikedthefact that the
Oregonian statute inquestion was anexample of knee jerkanti-
communism. Most of the current justices sitting on the bench

would feel no love lost rescinding another edifice of his
liberal jurispmdence.

Finally, overmling Zschernig would protect oneof the
most sacred cows of the conservatives — states' rights.
Justasaunanimous court adecade ago upheld the right of
states to give broader free speech rights than the federal
govemment would, it is conceivable that the conservatives
would set aside their own foreignpolicy views and allow
states broader freedom of action in investment, purchas
ing, andother actions thattouch on foreign policy.

Whether ornotacampaign against Zschernig works, at
least it puts the real issue on the table — our right to
participate inintemational affairs. After 200years ofcon
stitutional evolution we should know that progress occurs
only when we are willing to take political risks. Every

thing we have accomplished inAmerican law —banning racial
and gender discrimination, expanding suffrage, eliminating child
labor, and ending slavery — occurred because a few brave
Americans were willing to buck the conventional legal wisdom.
Both theBaltimoreandOakland cases arepoignant reminders that
we nolonger have anything to lose by demanding what is right
fully ours.

MichaelShuman isPresidentofthe CenterforInnovativeDiplomacyand
a visiting scholar at the Institutefor Policy Studies inWashington, D.C.

Could we ever convince the

U.S. Supreme Court to support

municipal foreign policy.^

Absolutely.

citiesthatexistareconstitutionally permissible.
Meanwhile, the Constitution gave states numerous concur

rentpowers thatunderscored from theoutsetthattheyhavesome
role innational foreign policy. The First Amendment guaranteed
the right ofallcitizens, including governors and mayors, tospeak
outonforeign policy. The Compact Clause anticipated that state
and local govemments would continually meet and negotiate with
foreign jurisdictions. Likewise, federal courts received jurisdic
tion over controversies between states and foreign countries
precisely because communications, relations, and deal-making
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Notes from All Over
In this issue: Miami awaits Castro's fall; the blessings of immigration; corporate
apartheid shell games; and much more.

WELCOME MAT
There are always those

who want to close the doors

to immigration. But Eliza
beth Bogen, director of the
Office of Immigrant Affairs
in New York's Department of
City Planning, isn't one of
them.

Bogen is quite aware that
the dramatic changes in East-
em Europe and HongJCong's
return to Chinese mle in 1997

will pressure Congress to
change U.S. immigration
laws. And she says, "Our
research shows that there has

never been a time when

immigrants hurt the city.
They create new jobs, shore
up flagging industries and
move into those jobs that
somehow carry the label
'immigrant.' Their children
will go on to other, better-
paying jobs, and the next
wave of immigrants will step
into our garment factories,
green groceries and news
stands.

"Immigrants are New
York," says Bogen, "an at
traction for tourism, foreign
investment, local investment

and cultural life. We are a

city of change. Change
carries its discomforts, but

also its inevitable blessings."

SOURCE: Elizabetti Bogen, "A Renewable
Resource," Newsday, March 9,1990, p. 72.

IS CUBA NEXT?
As Communist and

socialist regimes cmmble in
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eastern Europe, and Daniel
Ortega falls from power in
Nicaragua, is it possible that
Fidel Castro's reign over
Cuba may tumble as well,
particularly as the U.S.S.R.
reduces its economic support
of the Castro regime? Many
people in Florida think so.
The Miami police have
created a plan for crowd con
trol on "the day Castro falls."
The state of Florida has

created an 18-member "Free

Cuba" commission, whose

mandate covers everything
from assessing the social and
economic impact on the state
to post-Castro tourism.

But Miami Mayor Xavier
Suarez is apprehensive. "1
worry about the idea that the
exile community can some
how plan the future of Cuba
and somehow leave out the

10 million people who are [in
Cuba]," he told Ted Koppel

f.. V

on Nightline. He added,
"One should be very careful
not to build up the hopes of
the Cuban people, either in
exile or in Cuba, by thinking
that either a state-created

commission will bring about
the liberation of Cuba or that

this is somehow something
that is going to happen in the
next 12 months."

SOURCE: Nightline," ABC-TV, March 14,
1990.

PRESSURE DROP

U.S. Mayor newspaper

recently asked Randall
Robinson, executive director

of TransAfrica (a Washing
ton-based lobbying organiza
tion), about the most effective
action mayors and city
governments could be taking
to accelerate change in South
Africa. Referring to eco

nomic sanctions, Robinson

responded:
"Many of the companies

that are said to have left

South Africa did not leave

South Africa, inasmuch as

they sold their assets to white
South African buyers and
continued to market their

products to the buyers of their
assets in the country. So
there was a sleight-of-hand
effort in many cases to
circumvent the strictures put
in place by cities and states
across the country on how
state and city monies, pension
funds and investment monies

could be legally used...
"I think many of the laws

put in place by cities should
be redefined and recast to in

crease the pressure and to ac
celerate the departure of
American corporations from
South Africa — until we get
the kind of meaningful re-



sponse, beyond gesture, be
yond public relations devices,
that would lead us quickly
toward the kind of democracy
that we all want to see. I

think that is a major role that
American mayors can and
must play at this critical time
in South Africa's develop
ment toward a democratic

outcome."

SOURCE; "US. Mayor Interview:
TransAfrica's Randall Robinson." U.S.
Mayor, April 16,1990, p. 5.

FIGHTING BACK
Like some other propo-

nents of municipal foreign
policy, Jersey City (NJ)
Councilmember Jaime

Vazquez has been the target
of criticism for his intema

tional activities. But in the

Jersey Journal, Vasquez
responded to his critics, argu
ing, "There is a growing
number of local elected

officials who believe in the

interaction of people from

different countries at the local

level. This people-to-people
encounter is recognized as the
most important factor on the
road to intemational under-

standing, cooperation and
world peace."

Vazquez explained that
the concept of municipal for
eign policy encompasses
sister city ties, municipal
offices of intemational

affairs, and "the belief that

intemational interaction must

be conducted at all levels of a

society and not Just at the top.
"There are people who

believe that I have no

business involving myself in
these issues. But there are

others, more informed, who

understand the correlation

between problems and
conditions at the local level,

which are created by deci
sions and the misguided
priorities at the upper level."

SOURCE: Jaime Vazquez, "I am travelif>g
as citizen for peac»," Jersey Jourr\al.,
January 30,1990, p. 16.

CONVERT NOW...
For many months, work-

ers at Unisys in St. Paul have

been calling on the company
to develop a plan to convert
from military to civilian
production. They've had
support from St. Paul Mayor
Jim Scheibel and Minnesota

Govemor Rudy Perpich, both
of whom joined with employ
ees in a pro-conversion
protest at the Unisys plant
gate earlier this year.

To date, Unisys hasn't
responded positively to either
the workers or municipal
leaders, while laying off em
ployees (151 in January) in
response to military-spending
cutbacks.

In its fmstration,

Intemational Brotherhood of

Electrical Workers local 2047

established its own altema-

tive products committee to
come up with ideas of its own
for Unisys.

"The union is looking at
a transportation package, in
cluding computerized traffic
monitoring systems, and
computerized control systems
for both personalized rapid
transit and light rail transit,"
said Mel Duncan of Minne

sota Jobs with Peace. Local

2047 took its ideas to Unisys
this summer, and as part of its
contract negotiations, is lob
bying again for the company
to establish a new products
committee to include repre
sentatives from labor.

"We have taken the lead

ership to demonstrate that the
cuts to the military budget do
not have to cause job loss,"
said Vic Globa, president of
the union local.

SOURCE: Mel Duncan, Minnesota Jobs with
Peace, 1929 S. 5th St., Minneapolis, MN
55454 (612-338-7955).

"NO" TO PERPICH
The U.S. Supreme Court

and Minnesota Govemor

Rudy Perpich don't see eye to
eye. The govemor had
petitioned the Supreme Court
to review a federal appteals
court decision that upheld the
four-year-old Montgomery
Amendment, a law prohibitng
govemors from blocking
National Guard missions

"because of any objection to
the location, purpose, type or
schedule of such activity."

In June, the Supreme
Court unanimously mled that
the federal govemment does
not need a govemor's consent
to order the National Guard

to participate in training
missions abroad. Justice

John Paul Stevens, writing
for the court, said that the

mling "recognizes the
supremacy of federal power
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in the area of military
affairs."

The Montgomery
Amendment was passed
by Congress after several
governors had withheld
their consent to send

National Guard troops to
Honduras for a road-

building project near the
Nicaraguan border.

SOURCE: Linda Greenhouse. "High Court
Rules Governors Lack Power to Block Call-
Up of Guard." New York Times, June 12.
1990. p. A13.

SEEING RED

OVER GREEN...
It seemed innocent

enough. When a delegation
of Jefferson County (Colo
rado) officials, residents and
business people visited their
sister county, Pingtung
County in Taiwan, they
brought flags, lapel pins and
green baseball caps as gifts.

Well, they soon learned
that in Taiwan, a man wears

green to signify that his wife
has been unfaithful. Green is

also the color of the political
opposition party, and as bad
timing would have it, the Jef
ferson County delegation ar
rived just a month before the
elections.

"I don't know whatever

happened to those green
hats," said Jefferson County
Commission John Stone,

who was part of the delega
tion that innocently carried
the gifts with them to
Taiwan. Maybe the mem
bers of the delegation
themselves should have worn

the caps, tugging down the
green bills to hide their own
red faces.

SOURCE: Renate Robey, "Jeffco group
proves a bitgreen at worldtrade." Denver
Post, December 18,1989, p. 3-8.
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EGG-CEPTIONAL

COSTS
San Diego recently Dis

covered just how expensive
hospitality can be. The "San
Diego Arts Festival: Treas
ures of the Soviet Union" was

a truly memorable event, but
it required much more than
the typical insurance and
liability protection.

There were some gasps
in San Diego City Hall when
officials learned that the

exhibit's centerpieces, 27
"Imperial Faberge eggs," had
an appraised value well in
excess of $50 million! And

that wasn't all: There were

$25 million worth of sacred

Georgian icons, and about $2
million worth of native

Russian folk art.

Fearing that its insurance
costs could exceed $100,000,

the city successfully applied
some gentle persuasion upon
the three museums that were

to host part of the exhibition,
asking them to apply for
riders on their existing
policies, which substantially
cut the costs of the coverage.
But the festival had to pay for
other types of coverage:
$30,000 for protection against
a politically-induced no-show
by the Soviets; a special-
event, $10 million liability
policy costing $41,000; and
health and accident coverage
for every Soviet visitor.

The art exhibit came off

with barely a hitch. And in
January, San Diego Mayor
Maureen O'Connor accompa
nied the Faberge eggs to
Moscow, without a single
crack in any of them.
SOURCE: H. Lee Murphy, "Soviet arts need
U.S. assurance," City & State, November 6,
1989, p. GM27; "About the Mayors," U.S.
Mayor, February 19.1990, p. 23.

•HI

GREETINGS FROM

THE HAMPTONS
Even the smallest of

towns can have international

interests. Just ask the people
of the tiny historical seaport
of Sag Harbor on Long
Island, NY —just two miles
square. Sag Harbor's village
board drafted a resolution to

Mikhail Gorbachev, express
ing its "spirited support" of
the Soviet President.

The resolution, the idea

of Board Member William C.

Jones, reads in part: "We ap
preciate that there is no such
thing as 'a little freedom,'
and you have, therefore,
opened the floodgates of
Russian potential, which
desires, as all human poten
tial does, to actualize today,
not tomorrow...

"We support your efforts
to open Soviet society to
greater freedoms and to pro-

L C i.

vide broader participation for
all in the governing of their
lives."

SOURCE: Linda Sherry, "Hamptons Astir
With the New Season," New York Times,
April 1, 1990, Sect. 12, p. 1.
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Back to the Future
A year after the bloodshed in Tiananmen Square, the U.S.-China sister city programs are

getting back on track, paving the way for a renewal of people-to-people contacts.

by Richard Truho

iT HAS BEEN MORE THANAYEAR SINCE THAT JUNE NIGHT IN 1989 WHEN
Chinese troops marched into the center of Beijing. Hundreds,
maybe thousands, of people were killed by the time the shoot

ing had ended. The following morning, a government loud
speaker blared over quiet, blood-splattered Tiananmen Square:
"The rebellion has been suppressed and the soldiers are now in
charge."

The demonstrations may have been stilled, but the shock
waves are still being felt not only in China but throughout the
world. For the Americans involved in the U.S.-China sister city
programs, the healing process has been slow. Even so, most of the
sisterly ties havesurvived, gradually shaking off the nightmares of
last June 3rd and getting back to the future of strengthening links
between the peoples of the two countries.

"A lot of U.S. cities are moving forward, renewing ex
changes, but probably ina lotquieter fashion than in the past," says
Megan Donnelly of Sister Cities International.

There are 43 sistercity relationships between the U.S. and the
People's Republic of China. The oldest of those ties — the link
between St. Louis and Nanjing — is typical of the way most of
these community bonds have weathered the storm of recent times.

"Last year wasthe 10thanniversaryof our sistercity relation
ship," says Joe Balcer, presidentof the St. Louis-Nanjing Sister
City Committee. "As a result, a number of activities had been
planned for the summer of 1989, like a major delegation of St.
Louis residents traveling to Nanjing. But that was postponed. So
was a mayoral delegation from Nanjing that was supposed to come
here. We had talked about having a Najing trade fair in St. Louis,
but that was postponed, too."

Therewassomesoul-searching withintheSt.Louissistercity
committee itself about what the future realistically held for the
sisterlytie. "Wedecidedthat theessenceof the programis people

to people," recalls Balcer, "and that we would continue the rela
tionship at whatever level seemed appropriate at a given time."

Seven months after the crackdown in Tiananmen Square,
Balcer headed a three-person delegation traveling to Nanjing.
They met with the mayor there and talked about getting the
program back on track. Since then, an art show of works by
Nanjingartists wasshown inSt. Louis thisspring,anddiscussions
are under way for a St. Louis radio station to broadcast live phone
discussions between citizens of the two cities.

"When we were in Nanjing, we made it very clear that it
would be difficult to work toward any kind of substantial pro
grams as long as the national policy continued as it was," said
Balcer. "We had some frank discussions, we made our points and
they made theirs."

Just days after the June 1989bloodshed, Sacramento Mayor
Anne Rudin wrote a letter to Zhai Yongbo, the mayor of Jinan,
noting that she was "deeply troubled" by the Chinese
government's actions, and notifying Yongbo that Sacramento
would"cancel, for now, our plans to visitChinaand our sistercity
in October [1989]. We continue to extendour handof friendship
to the people of Jinan [and] look forward to... a change in policy
by the government."

Dan Gorfain, president of the Jinan-Sacramento Sister City
Association, says that some projects were "slowed down a bit"
because of "the need to proceed with a little more caution" after
the crushing of the Chinese pro-democracy movement. But, he
adds, "We feel that maintaining an open line of communication is
veryimportant. Welookatourobjectivesaspromotingfriendship
and understanding."

This May, the sister city committee sponsored a major ban
quet in Sacramento, with food prepared by chefs from the Chinese
consulate. "The event was attended by an overflow crowd," says
Gorfain, who is now talking with his contacts in Jinan about
bringing a children's acrobaticgroup to Sacramentoand staging
a trade fair in the Califomia capital.
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CHINA'S FRONT LINE.
Unarmed soldiers block the entrance to the Great Hall of the People In the first week of pro-democracy demonstrations last year.

COMMUNICATION BREAKDOWN

No U.S. CITYREACTED MORE HARSHLY TOLASTYEAR'S EVENTS IN

China than New York City. Then-Mayor Ed Koch announced that
all activities between New York and its sister city, Beijing, were
being suspended until further notice. A dozen projects were put
on hold, where they remain to
this day. There has been no com- FOIT Ah
munication between the two cit

iessince June 1989. . I
"I thought with the change IIIVOF

of mayors here [the election of
David Dinkins last November], U.S.-Ch
the Chinese would approach
us," says Scott Harris, acting di- r'll'V nvt
rectorof New York City's sister v Jr
cityprograms. "Butthere hasn't < < |.
been any inquiry from the other tllC llc3.11I
side. Things are status quo."

Some members of the sister has bee
city committee in New York
seem content to continue the suspension as long as Chen Xitong,
the mayor of Beijing, remains in office. He presided over Beijing
during the June 1989 violence, and according to press reports, was
in the forefront of the crackdown.

"The protocol of our sister city tie is a mayor-to-mayor rela
tionship," says Harris. "And I think there's a lot of resistance here
to resuming ties with the current Beijing mayor."

For Americans

involved in

U.S.-China sister

city programs,

the healing process

has been slow.

San Francisco also suspended its blanket memorandum of
understanding with its sister city, Shanghai, announcing that it
would henceforth examine projects on a case-by-case basis. Sev
eral projects are now ongoing, including a business school ex
change and a Shanghai hospital construction program in conjunc

tion with Project Hope, but the
association does not have nearly
the scope of a few years ago.

. . Mark Chandler, coordinator
za m of San Francisco's sister city pro

grams, says there were no mem-

la sister bers of the sister-city committee
who resigned after the events of
1989. But, he adds, "It's very hard

' to generate new enthusiasmhere.
The people who were involved

5 process and interested before still are. But
you can't find any new people who

i slow. are interested."
A similar situation exists in

Baltimore, where Dean Fsslinger says that the level ofenthusiasm
may not be as high as it once was, although the depth of interest
in maintaining Baltimore's link with Xiamen still remains. "Our
committee is in its fifth year now, and as with most organizations,
there's a fall-off in volunteers, leaving a hard core group ofsincere
and knowledgeable people who are still very active," says Fsslin
ger. "But it's hard to sortout whethersomeof theebbingofoverall
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HANDS ACROSS THE WATER.

Yingkou Mayor Xinliang Zhao (L) and Jacksonville Mayor
Thomas Hazouri formalize the first sister city tie since the
Tiananmen Square crackdown.

Beijing had ramifications throughout the sister city program."
This March, communication between Jacksonville and Ying

kou fully resumed, and in May, Yingkou Mayor Xinliang Zhao
journeyed to Jacksonville to formally tie the sister-city knot with
its Florida counterpart.

In Jacksonville, there was relatively little opposition to form
ing a bond with China so soon after the June 1989crackdown. And
Clare believes that Jacksonville's 15-year sisterly tie with the
Soviet city of Murmansk — a program that endured some rocky
times during the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan—deserves some
of the credit.

"People here seem to feel that people-to-people contact had
a lot to do with changing the Soviet attitudes toward the U.S.
and the West in general," says Clare. "A lot of President
Gorbachev's thinking has come from the ground up, not from the
top down."

Meanwhile, at Sister Cities International, Megan Donnelly
reports several recent contacts by "U.S. cities seeking new sister
city relationships in China."

enthuasiam is the result of the events of 1989 or

whether it's due to the maturing of the commit
tee. I think it's probably a little of both."

Xiamen and Baltimore have maintained

constant communication over the past year, and
some cultural and educational exchanges have
continued. Several Xiamen businessmen are

expected to travel to Baltimore this fall to dis
cuss entrepreneurial ventures between the two
cities.

But Esslinger, chair of the Xiamen-Balti
more Sister City Committee, senses some cau
tion in the Maryland city in areas such as sister-
city fundraising. "Given the circumstances in
China, there's no one here pushing hard to raise
a lot of money," he says. "The feeling seems to
be that we'll do what we can with the funds we

have and we'll raise money with the same
efforts as in the past. But there's not the enthu
siasm to expand those efforts and broaden our
programs."

AFTER THE STORM

Since the June 1989 events, only one U.S.

city — Jacksonville, Florida — has formalized
a new sister city bond with China, although
plans for that relationship were well under way
before the events in Tiananmen Square.
Jacksonville Mayor Thomas Hazouri had led a
delegation to Yingkou in May 1989, and had
left China just eight days before the violence
erupted.

In the aftermath of the crackdown, "we put
everything on hold until we felt the time was
better," says Ivan Clare, the mayor's liason to
Jacksonville's sister city association. "We let
our contacts in Yingkou know that it was best
not to do anything for a while, and they agreed.
They understood that what had taken place in

WHEN THE TIES START UNRAVELING...
What happens when a local government backs off from its commit-

ment to a sister city relationship?
In the case of the link between Boulder (CO) and Lhasa (the capital

of Tibet), residents of the Colorado city have enthusiastically pitched in to
keep the sisterly tie alive.

Last November, the Boulder City Council voted by a 5-to-4 margin
to suspend the govemment-to-govemment protocol between the two
cities, as a way of expressing its concern with recent events in China,
including China's imposition of martial law in Lhasa. At the same time,
however, the City Council did nothing to interfere with ongoing people-
to-people ties between the two cities, and in fact, some councilmembers
actually encouraged the continuation of these contacts.

As a result, the Boulder-Lhasa Sister City Project is still quite active.
Its current focus is a fundraising campaign for the construction of a small
medical clinic in Lhasa.

When the sister city link was originally launched, there was consid
erable governmental participation, including an official Boulder delega
tion that visited Lhasa in 1987, led by then-Mayor Linda Jourgensen.
Later the same year, Lhasa Mayor Luo Gar traveled to Boulder.

But Bill Warnock, president of the sister city project, says that the
events in Tiananmen Square last year clearly had an effect on the counci 1's
ebbing of enthusiasm for the governmental ties. "My personal feeling is
that exchanges with the people of Tibet are even more important after
Tiananmen Square," he says. "Other people think we should not carry out
exchanges in order to make a statement."

Ironically, the city of Boulder has never sent any formal communica
tion to Lhasa about its action. In February, three months after its decision
to suspend government-to-govemment ties, the Boulder City Council held
a public hearing to discuss the contents of such a communication. But no
agreement was ever reached on the wording to be used, and thus a letter
of notification has never been sent.

Meanwhile, sister city volunteers are hopeful that their
fundraising efforts will result in a three-room medical clinic to open as
early as this fall, staffed by one doctor and perhaps a nurse. China
lifted martial law in Lhasa in May 1990, but at press time, the Boulder.
City Council had made no moves to reevaluate the suspension.
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COMING SOON TO A CITY NEAR YOU?
Some experts predict a recurrence of the "dust bowl" in parts of the U.S. as climate changes take place.

Bracing for the Greenhouse Century
As the predictions of global warming become more dire, some cities are taking
seriously the role they must play in dealing with climate changes.

Last September 21, aferocious hurricane named Hugo
smashed into the heart of historic Charleston, South Caro

lina. Its 140-mile-per-hour winds were the most intense to
strike the U.S. since 1969. Storm tides nearly 20 feet high were
measured. From the Caribbean to the battered coastal shores of the

U.S.,Hugoexacteda staggering tollof 71 livesand$8.6 billionin
damage.

Hurricane Hugo, however, was probably not a climatological
aberration. Examining models of global warming and the green
house effect, scientists are projecting that Hugo may be a sign of
thingstocome. Hurricanes of increasing frequencyandforcemay
be just one of the devastating effects that cities will have to bear
as climatic changes take place.

In May, a panel of 90 climatological scientists from 39
nations issued the most alarming findings to date on the prospects
of radical climate alterations in the upcoming century. The U.N.-
sponsored Intergovemmetal Panel onClimate Changeconcluded
thatglobaltemperatures wouldescalatedramaticallyoverthenext
century, with potentially serious consequences for humankind,
unless there is an immediate implementation of a 60 percent
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reduction in the emission of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse
gases. The forecast projected that if nothing is done, worldwide
temperaturescould increase two degrees Farhenheit by 2025,and
about six degrees Farhenheit by the end of the 21st century. Sea
levels could rise by about eight inches by 2030.

While scientists and policy-makers might bicker over the
exact percentages, the need for an immediate 60 percent—oreven
40 or 50 percent — reduction in dangerous emissions has caught
the attention of city officials. Many now recognize that they can't
rely on national and international leaders to solve the problem.
Even the world's most responsive federal government. West
Germany, has committed to only a 25 percent reduction in green
house gases by 2005. The Bush Administrationhas resistedcalls
to aggressively combat the global warming crisis, insisting that
more research is necessary.

Even when looking at the more conservative projections, a
growing number of mayors, water managers, land use planners
and utility directors are acknowledging that their cities' future
could be filled with hotter temperatures, lengthy droughts, severe
storms, devastating floods and eroding beaches. And they are



becoming aware that some hard political choices may be neces
sary to save their own cities and, in turn, protect the planet.

STRONGER STORMS

Why can communities in the hurricane belt — along the East

Coast and the Gulf of Mexico — anticipate stronger and more
frequent hurricanes? "Ifyou look at the large hurricanes that have
occurred in the past, they were formed during times when the

water was warmer," Dr. Stephen Leatherman, an environmental
scientist and director of the Laboratory for Coastal Research at the
University of Maryland, told MFP. "Their birth and size are a
function of the water temperature."

The thought of enduring another Hurricane Hugo is under
standably unsettling for Mayor Joseph Riley ofCharleston. In the
aftermath of Hugo, Mayor Riley has launched an environmental
committee which, among other goals, will examine the role the
city might play to minimize the impact of global warming and its
effects.

"Before Hugo, Mayor Riley had been concerned about global
warming and sea level rises as they applied to Charleston," says
Mary Ann Sullivan, a mayoral aide. But the hurricane, she adds,
has "forced us to deal with some lessons that we've had to face

sooner than we had hoped."
With rises in sea level a real possibility as the water in the

oceans heats and expands, Charleston officials are evaluating
ways to protect the city — and what that might cost — as the city's
infrastructure is routinely upgraded in the years ahead. One study
showed that by spending an additional $300,000 on the city's
drainage system to prepare for a 30-centimeter rise in the sea level,
the city could avoid retrofitting costs of $2.4 million later.

"A city might decide to build its sea walls or its dikes a little
higher, which might cost an extra five percent now," says Dr.
Leatherman. "But that's still less expensive than waiting 10 to 20
years down the road and having to rebuild everything when the
next major storm hits."

Many city officials are voicing concerns that even a small
increase in sea level will push salt water into rivers, bays, ground-
water and farmland. The South Florida Water Management
District already spends millions of dollars a year to keep Miami's
public water supply free of salt water. In various parts of the U.S.,

existing beaches and barrier islands may be completely lost
without the investmentof$50-$75 million in protective infrastruc
ture.

Camden, New Jersey, is a city that could be seriously dam
aged by rises in sea level. It is located on the Delaware River, and
about 60 percent of it sits at an elevation of 15 feet or less; the
highest point in the city is 40 feet above sea level.

"If storms and tidal surges are going to become more severe,
we've got to look at the effect that may have on the city," says Fred
Martin Jr., director of utilities for Camden. "And if rises in sea

levels occur, it could have sodium impacts on our water supply and
thus effects on public health."

In arid regions of the country, officials are examining how
global warming might create a strain on water availability. As
evaporation increases and runoffs are reduced, water supplies may
decrease at the precise time that demand rises. One study shows
that if a two-degree Celsius increase in temperature occurs, the
virgin flow of the Colorado River could decrease by almost one-
third. At the same time, if there were a lOpercentdecline in rainfall
in the Southwest (which some computer models are predicting),
the water supply in the upper Colorado could plummet by a total
of 40 percent.

"We're concerned about the livability of our area if there is a
rise in temperatures because of global warming," says Rick
Naimark, assistant to the mayor in Phoenix, Arizona. "We'll have
to use more water, and it could really hurt us economically." At
the Mayor's urging, the city has launched a tree-planting effort
(one million trees in the next five years), and this fall, the Phoenix
City Council will consider implementing an anti-CFC (chlo-
rofluorocarbon) plan.

A few foreign cities have made a commitment to significantly
cut their greenhouse gas emissions—for instance, Hanover, West
Germany is aiming toward reducing carbon dioxide emissions by
25 percent by the year 2(XX). But no city has shown more
environmental-consciousness than Toronto. In early 1989, the
Canadian city became the first in the world to pass a strict bylaw
phasing out CFCs — a regulation that forced the Province of
Ontario to adopt its own CFC-reduction statutes.

Later that same year, Toronto officials publicly announced
their intention to take on the more difficult task of reducing the
city's carbon dioxide emissions to 20 percent below 1988 levels by
2(X)5. A special advisory committee on the environment, ap
pointed by the Toronto City Council, devised an action plan to cut
the energy intensity of city transportation, increase the energy
efficiency of buildings and create large-scale tree-planting pro
grams. The City Council appropriated $20 million to finance the
ambitious program, and detailed strategies are now being created,
including a program to increase building and occupancy density
along main city arteries to reduce car use and promote walking and
mass transit use; and a tailpipe emissions monitoring program to
force better automobile maintenance.

According to Phil Jessup, co-chairman of the Toronto advi
sory committee, policies would require polluters to pay for ineffi
cient energy use. Owners of commercial buildings would be
charged a fee when their buildings exceed an energy performance
standard. "Revenues raised could then be used to fund the city's
own retrofit program and to provide incentives to homeowners to
retrofit with high efficiency furnaces and boilers," he says.
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A Future in Plastics
Although the Suffolk County legislature had bid farewell to
polystyrene foam and polyvinyl chloride, a court ruling has
given fast food restaurants something to cheer about.

The battle to prohibit plastics and
save the atmosphere's protective
ozone layer was dealt a legal set

back in March that will keep Suffolk
County, New York, brimming in products
like fast food foam containers.

In 1988, Suffolk County's legislators
passed a ban on polystyrene (or plastic
foam) and polyvinyl chloride (used for
grocery bags). The law, which had been
scheduled to go into effect in July 1989,
would have forced fast food restaurants,

grocery stores, bars, roadside stands and
delicatessens to use paper products.

While most plastic foam packaging
materials are no longer blown with ozone-
destroying CFC-12, the foam containers
(such as those used by McDonald's) are
made instead with HCFC-22, a weaker but

nonetheless harmful ozone-depleting
compound. But even stronger than their
concerns about the ozone layer, the Suf
folk legislators were also moved to action
because of the need to reduce the amount

of non-degrad'able materials in the
county's solid waste stream.

The law, however, was never imple
mented, thanks to a successful legal chal
lenge by the Society of the Plastics Indus
try and seven other parties. In March, a
state appeals court invalidated the legisla
tion on the grounds that the county did not
technically comply with the state's envi
ronmental quality review act. According
to the unanimous four-judge ruling, the
local jurisdiction had not prepared an ade
quate environmental impact statement.

Stephen C. Englebright, a Suffolk
legislator and chief sponsor of the anti-
plastics law, saw some irony in thecourt's
decision. "The state's environmental

quality review act was developed to pro
tect the environment," says Bob Clifford,
an aide to Englebright. "Yet the plastics
industry managed to use the technical end
of that law to upset our anti-plastics legis
lation."
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Clifford notes that before county leg
islators voted on the original bill, it went
through more than eight months of public
hearings, during which the effects of the
plastics ban were examined and re-exam
ined. Nonetheless, the Appellate Division
of the State Supreme Court in Brooklyn
ruled that the county had "failed to take the
requisite 'hard look' at the pos-
sible environmental conse-

quences which might arise as a
result of the implementation of
the plastics law."

Pointing specifically to the H|H|
state's environmental quality
review act, the judges ruled that Hk-
"there exists a relatively low
threshold to trigger the need for
preparation of the environ- |||||^^
mental impact statement (EIS)." jjjjjjjjjjjjj^^
According to the court ruling, an
EIS was particularly important in light of
"the broad range of potential environ
mental harms which the plaintiffs asserted
would result from the implementation of
the plastics law."

Patrick G. Halpin, Suffolk County
Executive, said he was disappointed by the
ruling. "It's a setback for the county's
efforts to reduce the volume of plastic in
our waste stream."

Meanwhile, at McDonald's, which

has become a symbolic target for some en
vironmentalists because of its status as the

largest fast food chain, corporate execu
tives point to their decision, "out of con
cern about the Earth's upper ozone layer,"
to insist that suppliers stop using fully
hologenated CFCs in manufacturing its
foam packaging.

In a 1990 McDonald's Corporation
booklet, "McDonald's Packaging: The
Facts," the company proclaims that "poly
styrene foam is easily recycled," whereas
the primary substitutes for foam packag
ing — paper or paperboard products
coated with wax or plastic—are not since

"they have to be re-separated into paper
and plastic, a process which is not pres
ently commercially feasible."

Despite the overturning of the Suffolk
law. Legislator Englebright isn't giving
up. The original bill is being redrafted,
pethaps with some added items related to
recycling plastic foam — and with an EIS
planned this time around. The new legis
lation is expected to be introduced this
summer.

But while the original law was passed
almost unanimously in 1988 (16 yes, 0 no,
2 abstentions), the fate of the new bill is

more uncertain because of a change of

faces in the county legislature and the
controversy that has surrounded this issue.
There are five freshman members of the

legislature who have been elected since the
vote two years ago, and no one knows
whether the political arithmetic still favors
an anti-plastics law.

Meanwhile, Suffolk County faces still
other environmental challenges. Under a
state law designed to protect drinking
water, all landfills in the county will close
down at the end of 1990. Incinerators and

mass-bum plants are being looked at as
alternatives by several cities in the region.

"When polyvinyl chloride and poly
styrene bum together, they emit a gas that
contains 57 percent chlorine," says Clif
ford. And with some of Suffolk's cities

looking to mass-bum plants as a total or
partial solution to their imminent garbage
problem, the absence of the county's plas
tics law seems particularly unfortunate to
environmentalists.

SOURCES: SuffolkCounty Legislator Stephen Englebright. 149
Main St., East Setauket. NY 11773 (516-689-8500): Dennis
Hevesi, "Banon Plastic FoodContainers on LongIsland Is Ruled
Invalid," New York Times, March 4,1990.



After the Alaskan Spill...
The Exxon Valdez left a lasting, destructive mark on Alaska's coastline. In the aftermath of
the oil spill, the Valdez Principles have won minimal support from corporations, but local and
state governments are starting to take notice.

SHORTLY AFTER MIDNIGHT ON MaRCH
24, 1989, Capt. Joseph J. Hazel-
wood of the Exxon Valdez radioed

an ominous message to the Coast Guard:
"Evidently, we're leaking some oil

and we're going to be here for quite a

THE BUSINESS OF CLEANING UP.
Few corporations are taking the Alaska spill
heart.

while."

As Hazelwood spoke, his ruptured
ship was spewing 640,000 gallons of oil
per hour into Prince William Sound.

Beaches were ravaged. Wildlife was de
stroyed.

If any good came out of the nation's
worst oil spill, it was a heightened environ
mental awareness that generated a code of
Earth-conscious, corporate ethics called
the Valdez Principles. Introduced last fall
by the Coalition for Environmentally Re
sponsible Economies (CERES), the prin
ciples provide guidelines on the release of
pollutants, sustainable use of natural re
sources, reduction and disposal of hazard
ous waste, energy efficiency and conser
vation, and risk reduction to employees
and nearby communities.

But although CERES has called upon
corporate America to embrace the Valdez

Principles, the response has been minimal.
By June 1990, only three small corpora
tions had signed the principles.

"The principles are rigorous; they
aren't something a company can sign onto
for the public-relations value without the• intention of working toward meet

ing our goals,"says Rick Schwartz
of CERES. "So corporations are
recognizing that becoming signa
tories is a fairly strong step, and
they're taking their time. I didn't
expect this to be
a quick proc-

ways in which the.city can make use of the
principles.

In Philadelphia this summer. Council-
member Joan Specter plans to introduce an
ordinance related to the Valdez Principles.
Steve Paisner, legislative assistant to
Specter, says that the ordinance would re
quire the city's pension board to examine
each of the companies it invests in to deter
mine which firms are signatories to the
principles. "Those which aren't adhering
to the guidelines would receive letters

• >Crete action is
j starting to occur

wm ^ city council
chambers and

jjjjH i state legisla-
HHm I tures where
sHB elected officials

are looking at
° how the Valdez

Principles can

be used locally. In
March, the Berkeley
(CA) City Council
voted 9-0 to adopt the
principles as guidelines
for the city, and to ask
the city manager to
study how they can best
be implemented in areas
such as purchasing,
investments and the de

velopment of new pro
grams. Phil Kamlarz,

Berk-eley's assistant
city manager, says that
at the council's request,
his office is now prepar
ing a ballot measure for
this November's elec

tion, in which voters

will be asked to approve

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER?
Elizabeth Holtzman, New York City comptrol-

ler, is actively urging corporations in whom publicem
ployee pension funds invest to adopt the Valdez Prin
ciples. But, says Holtzman, "If every business in
America adopted the Valdez Principles, that wouldn't
be enough."

Accordingto Holtzman,"Our cities and townsplay
a key role in determining the condition of our environ
ment. Their governments are responsible for collecting
garbage, supplying water, processing sewage, and con
trolling zoning and development."

Thus, in April, Holtzman announced an "Environ
mental Charter" for New York City, outlining specific
goals for the city in both its own operations and enforce
ment of local environmental laws, while calling for
regular environmental audits of city operations. "Local
governments must put their own houses in order, and
ensure that they live up to the highest possible environ
mental standards," she said.

The "Environmental Charter" contains goals for
city operations in ten areas, including providing clean
water, improving air quality, fostering sound energy
policy, expanding recycling, planning for environmen
tally responsible growth, and implementing environ
mentally sound procurement policies.

"Every local government is either part of the solu
tion or part of the problem," said Holtzman. "That's
why I hope this charter is adopted by not only New York
City, but cities across the nation."
SOURCE: Elizabeth Holtzman, New York City Comptroller. Municipal Building, New
York, NY 10017 (212-669-3747).
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from the pension board, urging them to
change their practices and become signa
tories," says Paisner.

A measure is also moving through the
Los Angeles City Council's committees
this summer. "It calls upon pension com
missioners to adhere to the Valdez Prin

ciples in investment decisions," says Kaifa
Tulay, legislative aide to Councilmember
Robert Farrell.

CERES has received inquiries from at
least 18other cities requesting information
about the Valdez Principles.

In several states — New Jersey, Cali
fornia, Connecticut, Minnesota and New

York — resolutions and bills are moving
through the legislative process. In New
York State, Assemblyman Thomas DiNa-
poli tried to push his bill to a floor vote this
summer while confronting some opposi
tion, particularly in the state Senate.

The New York legislation requires
that "all other things being equal, our
pension systems would invest in corpora
tions that have adopted or are in compli
ance with the Valdez Principles," says

Michael Miller, a legislative aide in
DiNapoli's office. However, the bill met
resistance from legislators "who believe
firmly that the purpose of pension funds is
to generate revenues for the fund, and the
only guideline should be the maximization
of profits," says Miller. Plans for hearings
on the bill are being made, and legislation
will be reintroduced next session.

SOURCES: CERES, 711 Atlantic Ave., Boston, MA02111 (617-
451-0927): Councilmember Joan Specter. City Hall. Philadel
phia, PA 19107 (215-686-3440); Berkeley Assistant Manager
Phil Kamlarz. 2180 Milvia,Berkeley. OA 94706 (415-644-6580);
Los Angeles Councilmember Robert Farrell (213-485-3331);
Assemblyman Thomas DiNapoli (518-455-5192).

ATMOSPHERIC UPDATE

hy Nancy Skinner

Automobile Use >

By far the greatest contributor to

air pollution and the release of greenhouse
gases in virtually every U.S. urban area is
the automobile. Given America's love

affair with the automobile, this is one of the

most difficult policy areas facing any local
government. Yet if we in fact want to IS||||||H
decrease our cities' contribution to global
warming, we must address its leading

Efforts to relieve traffic congestion
alone do not reduce air-polluting emissions PuPtHtflSK
or the amount of fuel consumed. Traffic

demand management ordinances, which
have been adopted in many cities, often are
aimed primarily at spreading the flow of

traffic over time — for example, by staggering work hours —
rather than actually reducing the number of automobile trips.

Just as many cities have set waste reduction as their main
waste control goal, cities must now stress the reduction of single
occupancy vehicle trips and alternatives to the automobile as the
only sound ways to achieve improved air quality, reduce the
energy consumption that is the main contributor to greenhouse
gases and relieve traffic congestion.

Press reports on city actions to improve air quality have been
dominated by the recent measures proposed for Los Angeles by
the Southern California Regional Air Quality Control Board.
While Los Angeles's plan deserves strong consideration by other
urban areas, several cities have approached the issue of automo
bile use by enacting automobile trip reduction ordinances. Some

Atmospheric Update is written hy Nancy Skinner, a Berkeley (CA) City
Councilmember. Ifyour city, county, or state is planning action—or has
taken action—aimed at protecting the ozone layer or halting the green
house effect, please contact: Nancy Skinner, do Local Solutions to
Global Pollution. 2121 Bonar St.. Studio A. Berkeley. CA 94702 (415-
540-8843).
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of the best examples to date are the trip reduction measures
enacted by the Silver Spring district ofMontgomery County (MD)
and the city of Bellevue (WA).

Montgomery County's ordinance requires new develop
ments to prepare trip reduction plans that include such measures
as personalized assistance with ride sharing, shuttle van services
and subsidized transit passes. The county has also enacted a ride
sharing ordinance that requires all employers to achieve a 30
percent rate of alternative transportation use among their employ
ees.

Bellevue requires developers to encourage alternative trans
portation by distributing information on ride sharing, providing
financial incentives for employees to use altemative transporta
tion, providing a guaranteed ride home for employees, and ap
pointing a transportation coordinator to work with employees to
implement these programs. Bellevue also promotes ride sharing
aggressively among all its citizens and employees through its
"Easy Ride" ridesharing program.

As part of a package of Earth Day actions, the Berkeley (CA)
City Council initiated staff review of a model automobile trip



reduction ordinance based on a boiler plate ordinance developed
by Professor Elizabeth Deakin of the University of California at
Berkeley's Institute for Transportation Studies.

In addition, the council made a commitment to increasing
bicycle use in the city by designating a full lane — one half of
several streets — for exclusive bicycle use. [For copies of this
model ordinance and information on the Bellevue and Montgom
ery County programs, contact Nancy Skinner at the address on the
previous page.

Vancouver Studies
Atmospheric Change

Vancouver recently established a task force on atmos-

pheric change to study this complex issue and recommend specific
actions. The task force's draft report recommends that the city
invest not only in activities that reduce greenhouse gas emissions,
but ones which also provide other benefits. As the most obvious
candidate, the task force targeted increased energy efficiency.
The report also encouraged improved land-use planning, recog
nizing that dependency on the automobile is decreased when
residences are concentrated in the central parts of the city, near
jobs and other services. The report also promoted "infill" devel
opment rather than suburban development in outlying areas.

Specific proposals for implementation of the recommenda
tions are now being written. For more information on
Vancouver's ordinances, contact Mark Roseland, Task Force on

Atmospheric Change, City ofVancouver, 453 W. 12th Ave., Van
couver, B.C. V5Y 1V4.

Local Governments Continue to Adopt
Anti-CFC Ordinances

member Michael Caims, takes effect on January 1, 1991.

Sierra Club Announces
Conservation Campaign

On its 100th birthday, the Sierra Club has launched a new

campaign on global warming. Unlike past campaigns which have
focused on Congress, this one is centered at the state and local
level.

A global warming local action kit, prepared by the Sierra
Club, includes background information and sample global warm
ing resolutions. These are aimed to help local governments start
formulating resolutions that are appropriate to the conditions in
their areas.

Senate Removes Preemption
From Clean Air Act

Successful lobbying by local elected officials, members of

the National League of Cities' environmental issues Caucus, the
Vermont state legislature. Clean Water Action, the U.S. Public
Interest Research Group and many others resulted in the Senate
passage of a Clean Air Act free of the clause that would have
preempted state and local government regulations to protect the
ozone layer.

Senators Gore, Leahy, Wirth and Jeffords introduced the
amendment to eliminate section 519C (described in the Spring
1990 issue of MFF). The amendment passed the Senate by an
overwhelming vote.

At press time, the House debate on the Clean Air Act was
underway. Activists were working to ensure that the preemption
clause would remain out of the bill and that the regulations on
ozone-depleting compounds would be strengthened.

San Jose, in the heart of California's

Silicon Valley, recently adopted an ordinance
that initiates a phased program of reducing chlo-
rofluorocarbon (CFC) emissions. The

program's first phase, which went into effect on
July 1,1990, requires that mobile air conditioner
service centers and shops be equipped with
recovery/recycling equipment; it also bans the
sale of small freon (CFC-12) canisters. Later

phases deal with foam blowing, sterilants, ha-
lons, refrigeration and solvents.

Denver (CO) has passed an ordinance regu
lating the release of CFCs, halons, methyl chlo
roform, and carbon tetrachloride. The ordi

nance bans or limits the sale of aerosol contain

ers, fire extinguishers, building insulation and
food packaging that use ozone-depleting com
pounds. It also prohibits the release of CFCs in
the air by businesses that repair refrigeration
equipment, air conditioners and automobiles,
and by businesses that use major refrigeration
systems.

Independence, an Oregon town of 4300
people, recently joined the list of cities regulat
ing CFCs. Its ordinance, sponsored by Council-

CANADIAN MAYORS CALL FOR

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
If federal governments won't take the initiative to solve some of the

world's environmental problems, then mayors better do something to prod
them into action.

That seemed to be the attitude of 50 U.S. and Canadian mayors who met
in Milwaukee in May to discuss environmental and development problems in
cities bordering the Great Lakes/St. Lawrence Seaway—a region in which 35
million people from the two countries live.

Several resolutions approved by the attending mayors called on both the
U.S. and Canadian federal governments for action in areas of shared environ
mental concern. For instance, they urged federal authorities to take immediate
steps to deal with the proliferation of the zebra mussel, an "ecological invader"
which poses a multi-billion threat to drinking water systems and power plants.
The zebra mussel was introduced by the dumping of ballast water from ships
moving along the Great Lakes.

This fourth annual Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Seaway Conference was
originally conceived by Duluth Mayor John Fedo and former Toledo Mayor
Donna Owens, working in conjunction with four Canadian mayors.

SOURCE; Guy Smith. "Canadian, U.S. Mayors Unite to Protect Great Lakes/St. Lawrence Community."U.S. Mayor,
June 11.1990. P. 14.
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ECONOMIC CONVERSION I

San Diego: A City In Search
of the Peace Dividend
SanDiego has always been the kind Filner. The function of the subcommittee

of city that makes the Pentagon will be to hold hearings on and prepare
swell with pride. Its harbors are plans for the transition of San Diego to a

SAN Diego has always been the kind
of city that makes the Pentagon
swell with pride. Its harbors are

crowded with Navy ships. Sailors (and
their spending power) have always been
welcome. But the San Diego City Council
has seen the future, and it's brimming with
military-spending cutbacks. As a result,
councilmembers are trying to take a lead
ership role in planning for the nation's
future by endorsing and promoting a con
cept called the "Dollar for Dollar Act."

San Diego Councilmember Bob
Filner has led the council campaign that is
urging Congress to adopt legislation man
dating that cuts in military spending in
America's cities be retumed to those cities,

dollar for dollar. These cuts would be

spent on "economic security" needs such
as job training and placement, neighbor
hood crime and drug prevention, health
care, housing, environmental health, infra
structure and public works.

"Sharp reductions in U.S. military
spending are coming," says Filner. "San
Diego — and all American cities and
counties — must be protected from eco
nomic hardship when such cuts occur."

The Dollar for Dollar Act was drafted

by the Institute for Effective Action in San
Diego. The institute took the concept to
Filner, who introduced it to the city coun
cil, where it won unanimous support.

"Some councilmembers had ques
tions about it, but no one could go on
record as opposing money for the city,"
says Donald Cohen of the institute.
"Everyone recognizes that the military
budget isgoing to bedramatically reduced,
and I would expect the councilmembers to
support rebuilding their community, no
matter what end of the political spectrum
they are on."

As well as endorsing the Dollar for
Dollar Act, the San Diego City Council
voted to create a three-person economic
conversion subcommittee, chaired by

Filner. The function of the subcommittee

will be to hold hearings on and prepare
plans for the transition of San Diego to a
peace-based economy.

Federal military expenditures in San
Diego now total nearly $10billion a year,
accounting for more than 20 percent of the
region's economy.

Meanwhile, California State Assem

bly Member Delaine Eastin introduced a
resolution in her state's legislature, urging
Congress and the President to enact the
Dollar for Dollar Act. As described in the

resolution, the proposed legislation would
"require that, for 10 years from the time
that any federal funds are cut from military
spending in a county, these funds shall be
shifted, dollar for dollar, into an Economic
Security Fund for that county."

According to the resolution, "[F]or
each base closing or weapons contract
canceled, the dollars originally allocated
to those projects would remain in the same
county to retrain and place affected work
ers and to rebuild the community." It also
states that funds "originally allocated to
overseas projects would be shifted, dollar
for dollar, into a National Economic Secu

rity Fund for national initiatives relating to
job training and placement, health care,
housing, environmental health, infrastruc
ture, technology transfer, and public
works projects."

Cohen hopes that the San Diego City
Council and the California legislature
represent just the beginning of widespread
support for the Dollar for Dollar idea.
"We're looking for people like Council-
member Filner in other parts of the country
to take this concept and run with it, becom
ing organizers within their own constitu
encies," says Cohen.

SOURCES: Bob Filner.San DiegoCityCouncil.202 C St.. San
Diego, CA 92101 (619-236-6688): Donald Cohen, Institute for
Effective Action. 5380 El Cajon Blvd.. San Diego, CA 92115
(619-582-3990): San Diego Economic Conversion Council. 405
W. Washington St.. Suite 143, San Diego. CA92103 (619-278-
3730); California Assembly Member Delaine Eastin, State
Capitol, Sacramento. CA 95814.
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San Diego Councilmember Bob Filner

"Sharp reductions

in U.S. military

spending are coming.

San Diego, and

ail American cities

and counties, must

be protected

from economic

hardship when

such cuts occur."



The Feds: Putting Their
Money Where Their Mouth Is?
Baltimore Mayor Kurt Schmoke Maryland to construct that housing." In April, Mayor Schmok

has seen the mounting problems H About 1,250 persons, many of and spoke at the third annual p
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Baltimore Mayor Kurt Schmoke
has seen the mounting problems
of America's cities and realizes it

will take more than a thousand points of
light to solve them.

As a result. Mayor Schmoke called for
the formation of an Urban Economic Pol

icy Committee at the U.S. Conference of
Mayors, and this May chaired the first
public hearing of that panel at the Dirksen
Senate Building in Washington, D.C.

At that hearing, Schmoke raised the
issue of whether the federal government
can save enough money from the military
budget and raise enough revenues to meet
the human and economic needs of the

nation. He outlined some of the human

problems facing Baltimore:
• Over 35,000 Baltimoreans are on a

waiting list for public housing, but "we
have no housing for them and we do not
have the resources inour city or the state of

Maryland to construct that housing."
• About 1,250 persons, many of

them families, are homeless each night in
Baltimore, yet there are inadequate local
resources to care for them.

• Baltimore has over 1,000 diag
nosed cases of AIDS, and a high rate of
infant mortality.

The federal government, said
Schmoke, also "gives us new mandates to
clean up our air, our water, and our waste
disposal system. We support these goals,
but we cannot be ordered to solve national

problems without the financial backing of
the national government." He urged the
Presidentand Congress"to give usa peace
dividend large enough to fund education
forour schoolsand housingforour people.
I mean a dividend of at least $40 to $50

billion dollars this year." He also called for
the enactment of new tax revenues to

operate the federal government.

In April, Mayor Schmoke attended
and spoke at the third annual public hear
ing of the Baltimore City Development
Commission, a body formed in 1986 to
study the effect of military spending on the
city and recommend policies for more
civilian-oriented jobs. He announced that
the city would hire a full-time staff person
to work with the commission in order to

facilitate the diversion of money from the
military budget to local needs. The com
mission was formed after years of cam
paigning by the Baltimore chapter of Jobs
With Peace.

City Council President Mary Pat
Clarke also addressed the hearing, noting
that the public is finally starting to under
stand the conversion issue. "We can't just
let the defense budget be cut," she said.
"We have to let it be converted."

SOURCE: Mayor KurtSchmoke.CityHall, 100 N. Holliday St.,
Baltimore. MD 2t 202;Jobs With Peace. tOO S. Washington St..
Baltimore. MD 21231 (301-342-7404).

DOD: "BASE CLOSINGS CREATE JOBS"
When military bases are shut down, it's good for the local economy.
That's theconclusion ofa Department of Defense studyissuedlastMarch, which

examined 100baseclosures overa 25-year period (1961 -1986). Thestudy found that
"a total of 138,138 civilian jobs are now located on the former defense facilities to
replace the loss of 93,424 former DOD or contractor jobs."

The study,titled"25 Yearsof Civilian Reuse,"was issuedby DOD's Officeof
Economic Adjustment. Its findings include:

• On the grounds of the former bases studied, there arenow 24four-year col
leges and 33 post-secondary vocational technical schools or community colleges,
educating 53,744 students.

• Industrial and office parks have been located at the sites of 75 former bases.
• Forty-two municipal orgeneral aviation airports now operate atformer DOD

facilities.

The study concluded that base closures can provide communities with long-term
opportunities, and that cities can bounce backeffectively from theseshutdowns.

The DOD study mirrors similar conclusions reached by a 1988 study commis
sioned by the U.S. Conference ofMayors and conducted by Employment Research
Associates. The conference study found that a $30 billion transfer from military to
domestic programs — a 10 percent cut in thePentagon's budget — would enhance
the quality of life in the nation's cities by raising the country's GNP and creating
almost 200,000 new jobs (see MFP, Winter 1988-89 issue).

SOURCE: Office of Economic Adjustment. Department of Defense. Tfte Pentagon. Wasfiington. D.C. 20301 (202-545-6700);
Lance Simmens, "DOD Study Concludes BaseClosings Will Create Jobs," U.S. Mayor, April 2.1990.



Mayors Concur:
America Needs to
Turn to its Cities

The peace dividend took center stage in cities across

America on May 2 during a National Town Meeting. More
than a dozen U.S. mayors took part in this major forum. The
event, in which over 70 cities participated, was convened by
the National Commission for Economic Conversion and Disar

mament, and carried the title, "The U.S. After the Cold War:
Claiming the Peace Dividend."

Most participating mayors talked about the need to shift
spending priorities from a peacetime military buildup to
domestic needs. Here is a sampling of some of their com
ments:

n——to—I— MAYOR MAYNARD

ATLANTA:

"Our assigned myth is that
Hjv there is no need to plan for

Upt economic conversion, and that
» • we should use a business-as-

^ usual approach. Obviously,
ift America, the opposite true...
• It is important that we under-

stand that not only for past gen-
erations, but for the future, we

have the obligation not to
squander this opportunity. In

dividual defense industry workers, defense corporations, all
levels of local, state and federal government, must form a part
nership to plan for economic conversion.... We need a
comprehensive national urban policy in a nation where 80
percentof the people live on two percentof the land. We need
creative and inclusive and pro-active planning to ensure that we
get a high rate of return on our peace dividend. America, a
nation of cities, needs to reinvest in its cities on an emergency
basis."

MAYOR RAYMOND

FLYNN, BOSTON: "Right
now American cities are m

dealing with an epidemic of f
drugs, violence and crime, and t
these problems dominate the jPNHIl
headlines. But these are really | v-
symptoms of the much more |
fundamental problem —
economic I've often

said that the reason we're fight-
ing a war on drugs and violence
today is because we abandoned
the war on poverty years ago.... The end of the Cold War
providesan opportunityto invest in our nation's future. Unless
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we can offer our young people hope and opportunity, then they
will be seduced by the false hope of drugs and gangs. We have
the resources. It's really a question of a national priority and
national leadership. I hope the President and the Congress
realize that we either pay now, or we pay later. And if we wait
to pay later it will be much more expensive in terms of both
human lives and dollars. The biggest threat to our national
security is poverty and homelessness. It's time we put our
nation's wealth and talent to work dealing with these issues."

^MAYORWILSON
i GOODE, PHILADELPHIA:

"For the past decade, we've
heard about the urgency of

^ i.",. aV military buildup and the
"$8 necessity for a Star Wars

defense. And for the past dec-
•• ade, our cities, our people, our

social institutions, have suffered

as a ... The results have

been devastating to
and the people we serve. If you
walk down the streets of any

city in our nation, the visible signs of this neglect are obvious...
We must convert our policy from an attitude of abandonment of
our cities to one of responsibility for the needs of our citizens.
We can never lose sight of the fact that the business of govern
ment is to provide for the welfare and the future of its people."

MAYOR DAVID DINKINS, i . L i miiinuwipn .w
NEW YORK CITY: "While |

the worid, herc 3t home t

America. The issue is not

whether there will or will not be a 'peace dividend,' for there
can be one if the President and the Congress have the political
will to seize this historic chance for change .... I know that
the people of Eastern Europe have suffered from decades of
tyranny and oppression —- and they deserve our help. But I
know as well that the people of East Harlem and East New
York are suffering from crack and the crime it causes. I oppose
poverty and oppression in Central America, but I oppose as
well homelessness and hunger in central Harlem and central
Brooklyn."

Audio tapes of the National Town Meeting are available from the
National Commission for Economic Conversion and Disarmament.
Contact NCECD. 1621 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Suite 350, Washington,

D C. 20009 (202-462-0091).



NUCLEAR FREE ZONES

MAKERS TAKE
AIM AT NFZs

fr THERE WAS EVHR ANY

doubt of how seriously militaiy

contractors are taking nuclear •

free zones, it was dispelled at a

Nuclear Free America-spon

sored press conference in

March, during which internal

memoranda of the Aerospace

Industries Association (AIA)

were revealed. These leaked

documents showed a coordi

nated campaign by AIA to

pressure federal officials into |
clamping down on local NFZ

laws.

According to the memo

randa, the AIA (a trade organi

zation representing 40 of th®

largest nuclear weapons-

producing corporations) met

with high-level federal officials

— including Deputy Defense

Secretary Donald Atwood and

Energy Secretary James Wat- |
kins —during which it lobbied |
for the government crackdown |

. ,|
on the NFZ movement. !

The AIA's proposals f

include the issuing of preemp

tive regulations by the Depart- |
mentsof Defenseand Energy,

and qipealing to President Bush ^

for an executive order to I'

Judge Undermines
Oakland NFZ Law

One of the nation's toughest
NFZ laws is overturned by
a Reagan-appointed judge
who dismisses it as

"invalid on its face."

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

T• turned up the winner in its first
legal challenge of a nuclear-free

zone ordinance (NFZ). In April, a federal
judge struck down nearly all of the NFZ
law approved by the voters of Oakland,
one of the most sweeping measures in the
nation.

U.S. District Judge John Vukasin
concurred with arguments presented by
the Bush administration that the local

ordinance interferes with the federal

government's constitutional authority to
establish policies in the defense of the
nation.

Justice Department attorney Richard
Steams argued that the Oakland law vio
lated the WarPowersClause, the Suprem
acy Clause and the Commerce Clause of
the U.S. Constitution.

Judge Vukasin seemed to agree, stat
ing,"TheOaklandordinanceis socompre
hensive,socomplete,soall-encompassing
that it is invalidon its face. (It)cannothelp
but conflict with the rights of the federal
government."

Steve Bloom, a principal author of the
Oakland ordinance, says that the suit esca
lated the entire NFZ campaign to a new
level "where we have compelled the nu
clear weapons industry and the federal
government to stop ignoring us. Obvi
ously, I would prefer to win these lawsuits.
But having the opposition is something I
see as a positive sign for the movement."

Chuck Johnson, executive director of

Nuclear Free America, says he sees no
indication that the federal government will
challenge other existing NFZs. "There are
170 of them and that's an awful lot to chal

lenge," he told MFP. "It looks as though
the federal government is trying to scare
people away from passing new ordinances
by showing how hard-nosed they can be in
the Oakland case. Perhaps the federal
government feels it will reduce the number
of cities and counties that will go forward
with NFZs of their own."

The Oakland ordinance, approved by
57 percent of Oakland voters, banned the
production of nuclear weapons or their
components within city limits; required
the city to divest from financial or
contractual involvement with nuclear

weapons makers; barred nuclear waste
from the city; and placed restrictions on
transporting banned materials on city
streets.

Judge Vukasin granted a summary
judgment on the government's claims,
overturning all but some minor provisions
of the law—namely, the right of the city to
post NFZ signs and limit its investments in
govemment securities.

Bloom told reporters that the decision
is "the kind of ruling Vukasin was ap
pointed [by former President Reagan] to
make, not basedon lawbutbasedon politi
cal expediency."

The Oakland City Council has de
cided to appeal Judge Vukasin's ruling.
Wilson Riles Jr., an Oakland councilmem-

ber, said he was confident that the 9th U.S.

Circuit Court of Appeals would overtum
much of Vukasin's decision.

NFA's Johnson concurs. "There are

good reasons to think that the 9th Circuit
Court will uphold at least the investment
and purchasing clauses of the law. It's
pretty hard to argue that a city doesn't have
the right to decide how to spend its own
money."

SOURCES: NuclearFree America.325 25th St., Baltimore, MD
21218 (301-235-3575); Steve Bloom, Nuclear Free Zone Coali
tion (415-843-8143); Western States Legal Foundation (415-
839-5877); Martin Halstuk, "Court RulesU.S.InterestsOutweigh
City's," Frandscx) Chronicle, April 28, 1990, p. 1; Rex
Bossert, 'Oakland Loses Nuclear-Free Ordinance Suit," Los
Angeles Dally Journal, April 30, 1990, p. 1; Mark A. Stein,
•Oakland A-Weapons Ban 'Invalid,'" LosAngelesTimes, April
28.1990.
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Outgunned in
Northern California
Alameda County nuclear-free zone supporters can't overcome
a massive anti-NFZ campaign, while Nevada County voters
make their community the nation's 170th NFZ.

The supporters of anuclear-free
zone initiative in Alameda County,
CA, knew they faced an uphill

battle. After all, opponents of the June
ballot measure spent over $600,000 in an
aggressivecampaign to defeat it.

But many of the pro-NFZ activists
still were surprised by the lopsided defeat
that awaited them when more than a 2-to-

1majorityvotedagainst turningthecounty
into a free zone. The final vote: 71,047

yes, 145,674 no.
Alameda County, across the bay from

San Francisco, includes three cities that
have already declared themselves nuclear
free — Berkeley, Hayward and Oakland
(although the Oakland NFZ was drasti
cally weakened by a court decision in
April). The county is also home to the
Lawrence Livermore National Labora

tory, wherenuclear weaponsare designed.
General Electric Co. made the largest

single contribution ($105,000) to the
anti-NFZ effort, while other major
corporations (AT&T, Hewlett-Packard
Co., Hughes Aircraft, International Busi
ness Machines Corp., Rockwell Interna
tional) also chipped in to make this the
most expensive anti-NFZ campaign to
date. Proponents of the measure spent
$55,000.

Chuck Johnson, executive director of
Nuclear Free America, says that nuclear
weapons manufacturers "understood that
we could have had a major breakthroughif
we had been able to win the Alameda
County election. It would have made na
tional news if we had directly taken on the
Livermore lab, and it could have given us
the momentum to spread the concept of
NFZs around the country."

The measure would have prohibited
the design and presence of nuclear weap
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ons, as well as the use of nuclear reactors.
It also would have banned the county
government from conducting business
with companies participating in nuclear
weapons work.

Opponentsof the NFZ pointed to the
15-member elected commission that the

measure would have created, insisting that
it was a waste of taxpayers' money. They
also claimed that the language exempting
medical applications of radioactive mate
rials was ambiguous enough so that cancer
patients might be denied radiation treat
ments. The local medical society urged a
"no" vote on the NFZ issue.

On June 5th, there was a split on two
other NFZ votes in California. Nevada

County, CA, approved its nuclear-free
zone ballot measure by a 53 to 47 percent
majority, making it the 170th NFZ in the
U.S. But in Marin County, voters rejected
(by a 57 to 43 percent margin) efforts to
strengthen an existing NFZ law by closing
a loophole that has permitted the county to
purchase the products of nuclear weapons
producers by buying them through third-
party suppliers.

In May, the citizens of Eugene, OR,
turned down a NFZ proposal by a 70 to 30
jjercent vote. It would have made the
nuclear-free zone part of the city's charter.

In the future, says Johnson, "My ad
vice is toproceedwithNFZmeasureswith
the understanding that the nuclear weap
ons makers are now taking NFZs ex
tremely seriously. If you're going to the
ballot, you should go with a very simple
measure, one you know has broad public
support. Youhavetoassumeyou're going
to be outspent."

SOURCES: Nudear Free America, 325 E. 25th St., Baltimore,
MD 21218 (301-235-5457); Dan Stotief, "Alameda County
nukes Measure A,"San Jose Mercury News, June 6.1990.

preempt NFZ statutes.

The AIA memoranda warn

that new NFZ laws are "much

more onerous and restrictive"

than earlier measures considered

mostly symbolic. While the trade

association welcomed the Justice

Department's lawsuit that ulti

mately undermined most of the

Oakland NFZ ordinance, "in and

;of itself, [that suitj is not suffi

cient to protect defense and

i energy contractors." The docu

ments proposed that a sweeping

and immediate executive order

by President Bush could "avoid

any inherent rule-making de

lays," including opportunities for

public comment.

"It is grossly unethical for

companies making a profit from

nuclear weapons to sneak behind

, the backs of local voters and try

i to subvert their democratic deci

sions," Oakland City Council-

member Wilson Riles Jr. said at

the press conference,

j "As represenatives of demo-

I cratically declared U.S. nuclear

i free zones, we demand an equal

opportunity to meet with these

I same Bush Administration offi

cials," said Hank Prensky,

Takoma Park (MD) City Coun-

cilmember.

j :SOURCE: Nude»FfBeAm9rica,3»E.3»5
I 8«tlmOW,MD (301-235-3578).



CENTRAL AMERICA

Irresistible Forces and
Immovable Objects
In the U.S., organizers of sister-city projects
with Nicaragua are struggling to decode
the significance of all the sound and fury
following February's elections.

by Sheldon Hampton

accepting the responsibility.
In somecommunities,localpoliticsmirrorsthe nationalsplit

between UNO and the FSLN. When Worcester (MA) academics
Tom Estabrook and Jerry Lembcke visited their sister city of
Comalapa to observe the election, the city's mayor greeted them
wearinga bandageover his leftcheek, whichhad beenslicedopen
with a broken beer bottle during a barroom brawl two weeks
earlier. UNO can play "pretty rough," Lembcke commented.
In addition to the attack on the mayor, which Comalapa resi
dents said was politically motivated, UNO members were
credited with several ambushes and assisting in a contra raid on the
village.

Comalapais"one of thosedividedtownsanddivided-loyalty
kind of situations," Lembcke said in a WorcestorMagazine article

At the national level,

Nicaragua's elections brought

to the surface an amazing

welter of contradictions,

fears, hopes and bitter animosities.

El Jicaral was aghost town," said Lupe Civallero of
Chelsea, New York, recalling the mood in his sister city on
the day after the Sandinistas lost the Nicaraguan election.

"It was as if a hurricane had passed and destroyed everything. It
was so silent. No movement. It was shocking. A lot of people
were sorry they had voted for UNO. Others were saying that
now they were going to see lots of dollars in El Jicaral and
be able to live like Americans."

Frank Canella, another election observer from

Chelsea, had similar recollections. "The family I stayed
with was sitting around the radio in the living room. The
women were crying. It was the same reaction as when
Kennedy was shot."

At the national level, Nicaragua's elections brought to
the surface an amazing welter of contradictions, fears,
hopes and bitter animosities that have accumulated in Nica
ragua during a decade of Sandinista revolution and U.S.-
sponsored counter-revolutionary war. On inauguration
day, supporters of the newly-elected United Nicaraguan
Opposition (UNO) showed their hostility to the outgoing
government of Sandinista President Daniel Ortega by at
tempting to pelt him with sticks and stones. Sandinista
supporters responded in kind, hurling water balloons in the
direction of UNO President-elect Violeta Chamorro.

At the local level, Nicaragua is now a political mosaic. The
Sandinista Front for National Liberation (FSLN) won 28 of the
country's 101 municipalities and carried twoofthe country'snine
regions: Region I in the far north and Special Zone III in the far
south of the country. Although on paper these results indicate a
strong UNO victory, the realities on the ground are more mixed.
In 9 of the 18 municipalities that UNO carried in Region I, its
members are unwilling to take office and have asked outgoing
mayors and other local Sandinistas to stay on. In Region V, a zone
of frequent contra activity where UNO did especially well, some
recently-elected mayors are also looking for substitutes. They
hadn't expected to win and didn't calculate the implications of

by reporter Tom Rogers. In the home where Estabrook and
Lembcke stayed, their hostess favored the Sandinistas. Her son,
FernandoSandigoSuarez, waselected Comalapa's UNOmayor.
Following a pattern that was common in many small villages,
Comalapa voters elected a five-member municipal council, with
UNO receiving three seats and the FSLN capturing the other two.

Elsewhere, the resultswereequallymixedbut thecampaign
ing was less contentious. In El Jicaral, observer Joe Cioffi wit
nessed "a very powerful cooperative spirit. Regardless of party
affiliation, people seemed ready to accept the results of the
election and work together to address community issues, such as
health, water and electric power. The town is so far removed from
everything that conflicts from the outside don't seem to matter
much."
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VIOLETA'S VICTORY.
New Nicaraguan President Violeta Chamorro anticipates herwin over Daniel Ortega onelection day last February.

direct financial subsidy of UNO's campaign. "Covert interven
tionbytheCIAandotherU.S.agencies, diplomatic pressures, and
clear financial and rhetorical signals by the U.S. government
strongly conditioned the anti-FSLN electoral atmosphere. The

In an article for In These Times, David Thelen of Blooming-
ton (IN) said theelection in his sistercity of Posoltega "was about
things much more subtle than which party or ideology would
governNicaragua." JuliaMartinez, a Sandinista pollwatcheron
election day, told him she "would accept a victory by
Violeta Chamorro and UNO or by Daniel Ortega and the
Sandinista Front. Both, she said, inspired confidence
among Nicaraguans To UNO and Sandinista supporters ^
alike, the election was less an opportunity to choose a
president than anopportunity tocreate national reconcili- q
ation around a shared yearning for peace and democracy."

The choice was not so much between

candidates or their philosophies, but

on how to end the war and economicU.S. GOVERNMENT CAUGHT FLAT-FOOTED C
The Nicaraguan elections received high marks for

procedural efficiency and fairness from the 40U.S. sister- q
city projects that sent a total of over 450 observers to
witness the elections. Many ofthe teams' observations are j
available in a document titled "Mi Voto es Secreto: the '
Nicaraguan Elections of February 25, 1990," which was
authored in part by KurtBerggren of the AnnArbor(MI)-
Juigalpa Sister City Program andPaul Doughty oftheGainesville
(FL)-Matagalpa Sister City Program.

The report points out that while the electoral process was
"technically fairandhonest," it tookplace ina"distorted political
environment" created by U.S. intervention in Nicaragua which
included military support for thecontrawar,a tradeembargo, and
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crises that were manipulated by the

United States government.

choice available to voters under these circumstances was not so

muchbetween political parties, candidates or their philosophies,
but on how to best answer the questionof howto end the warand
economic crises that were manipulated by the United States
government."

Ironically, the U.S. govemment itself seemed unprepared to
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VOTING FOR CHANGE.

Nicaraguans wait their turn at the polls.

The day after the election,

a Nicaraguan I

know told me,

"Don't drop out.

We need you now

more than ever.

Don't go on to

South Africa or some

other country.

Hang in with us no

matter what."

cope with- the reality of an UNO victory. A month after
EHB Violeta Chamorro'.s inauguration. President Bush's pro-
yPfl posed $300 million aid package for the new Nicaraguan
' 'Hp government remained bogged down in Congress. Mean-

while, Nicaraguan prices soared to four times their pre-
|||H^ election levels, prompting massive worker strikes and

threatening to paralyze the new govemment, which cam-
paigned on a promise to revive the economy within 100

||[ ~ days. The govemment is now admitting that it will take
20 years to repair the effects of the war.

Beyond the issue of federal bureaucracy and incom
petence, a post-election flyer published by the Norwalk

' (CT)-Nagarote Sister City Project raised "serious ques-
I E tions" about the U.S. government's newfound interest in
I fe aiding Nicaragua: "Are the Nicaraguan people more

ijH 3 deserving oflifesaving medicines after the elections than
I they were before? Are the lives ofchildren dying from
g malnutrition and diarrhea more valuable under a U.S.-

FV ? supportedgovemment than they were undera Sandinista
V V I government? This example of cold-blooded behavior
K underscores thecontinued importance ofcitizens'organi-
• I= zations which are able to operate completely independent

of any government's political agenda."

WHAT NOW FOR SISTER CITIES?

"The famous United States aid is nothing more than an

illusion,"declared NicaraguancolumnistFrancisco Lacayo in the
March 9 issue of the Sandinista newspaper, Ban icada. And, he
added, UNO's plan for economic recovery through attracting
foreign investment is equally problematic: "Is the govemment-
elect going to deliver our country to the transnational? But what
is worse for them, will the transnationals risk their capital here,
where political-social instability could endanger any possible
generation of profit?"

Many observers, such as Julian Jacobs of the Nicaraguan
Solidarity Campaign in England, feel that corporations are "un
likely to view investment in Nicaragua as a major opportunity
while Eastern Europe and Southeast Asia beckon." Even if
political stability is achieved, Nicaragua is too small and poor to
be targeted as a major market. Lacayo pointed out that
Nicaragua's total economic activity "does not even compare with
one-tenth of a medium-sized transnational company.... On the
international level, all of Nicaragua is no more than a very small
business."

It remains to be seen whether the new situation in Nicaragua
will create opportunities or obstacles for local govemments and
community-based organizations that wish to continue workingin
Nicaragua. If the federal govemment and multinationals fail to
revive Nicaragua's economy, smaller groups may inherit a
"window of opportunity" to play a leading role.

Presently, sister-city projects are seeking answers to ques
tions such as:

• Will UNO attempt to prevent solidarity activists from
visiting Nicaragua?

• What logistical channels will exist for transporting
people, material aid, money and messages?

• Should groups in UNO-governed cities maintain their
relations with Sandinista former govemment officials? Should

Bulletin of Municipal Horcign Policy



they work with UNO? With non-governmental organizations?
"The main thing is, howdoes our work advance the social causes
wesupport?" asksJack Meyers of Yellow Springs(OH), which is
paired with Jicaro in Nicaragua. "To me, UNO is obviously an
opportunistic counter-revolutionary force in the country."

• Perhapsmost importantlyofall, whatwill happenwiththe
contras? As of the date of this writing, the contras had signed
several agreements promising to demobilize their forces, but
almost none had complied, and in rural areas human rights
observers continued to report contra attacks. Many observers
predict that unless the contras lay down their weapons,
Nicaragua's fragile effort at democratic national reconciliation
may unravel into civil war.

Some groups, concerned about the contras and the level of
tension that still exists between Sandinista and UNO supporters,
plan to emphasize human rights monitoring in their sister-city
work. "Sister cities have unbelievable local intelligence about
what's happening in Nicaragua,"observedDavidThelen. "If we
putthattogether, we'll bebetterabletodescribe what's happening

U.S.-NICARAGUA SISTER-CITY BRIEFS CZZ

ONE FOR ONE
Sister-city projects are

among the groups mentioned
in an ambitious proposal that
calls for U.S.-Nicaraguan
solidarity groups to compete
on a dollar-for-dollar basis

with the federal government's
aid and development pro
grams in Nicaragua.

Jim Burchell, an organ

izer of sister-city projects in
New Jersey who works with
the organization Quest for
Peace, predicts that the
government's aid will
"undermine democracy by
strengthening Nicaraguan
elites and making the nation
more dependent upon the
U.S." Burchell is proposing
that sister-city groups join
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with nongovernmental or
ganizations such as TecNica
and Bikes Not Bombs to raise

"$300 million in people-to-
people aid" to support
"grassroots democracy and
economic development."

CONTACT; Jim Burchell/Ouest for Peace.
39 Green VillageRoad. #304. Madison. NJ
07940, (201-765-9102).

UNDER LIVES ON
April 28 marked the

third anniversary of the
murder of U.S. engineer Ben
Linder, who was killed by
contras while attempting to
provide El Cua with electric
ity. The Ben Linder Memo
rial Fund was established to

finance completion of the
hydroelectric plant he was
building, and today that
project is up and running.
Elizabeth Linder, Ben's

mother, wrote in the spring
Portland-Corinto Sister City
Association newsletter that

she was "stunned, disap
pointed and saddened" by the
results of Nicaragua's
February elections. "For us,
personally, we had to ask:
'What about the project? Will
they continue in Nicaragua?

than anyone else. We also have terrific access to the American
media. We're all afraid of certain things happening. If they do,
we're in a position to put out word about it."

With the lifting of the trade embargo against Nicaragua, some
sister-city projects and Nicaraguan support groups are exploring
the possibilityof promoting"socially responsible investment" in
Nicaragua, as well as organizing trade delegationsand importing
Nicaraguan coffee, crafts and other items.

The election result may have caused the demise of one sister-
city project inOhio,whose chieforganizer wasanardentSandin
ista supporter. Otherwise, projects seem determined to continue
the work they have begun. Steve Pike, a member of the Yellow
Springs-Jicaro SisterCityProject,explainedwhy: "Thedayafter
the election, a Nicaraguan I know told me, 'Don't drop out. We
needyounowmore thanever. Don' tgoon toSouthAfricaor some
other country. Hang in with us no matter what.' "

SheldonRamptonof the Wisconsin Coordinating Council on Nicaragua
is also a contributing editor ofMFP.

Will we continue? Will the

project workers be safe?' "
She was heartened to

learn, two days after the elec
tion, that the project workers
in Nicaragua had already "de
cided to go ahead with the
project and wanted to know
whether we were willing to
go ahead with our part....
We didn't have to think very
hard before reaffirming our,
and Ben's, commitment."

CONTACT; Portland-Corinto Sister City As
sociation. 3558 S.E. Hawthorne Boulevard.
Portland. OR 97214 (503-233-5181).

MATCH POINT

Citizens in Bainbridge

Island (WA) have written to

Washington Senator Brock
Adams in hopes that congres-
sionally-approved aid to
Nicaragua can be channeled
through community-to-com
munity programs such as
their sister-island project with
Ometepe.

The Bainbridge-Ometepe
Sister Islands Association is

asking the government to
follow Canada's example of
establishing "matching grants
to foreign projects that begin
at the grassroots in Canadian

communities.

CONTACT: Kim Esterberg, Bainbridge-
Ometepe Sister Islands Association, P.O.
Box 4484. Rollingbay. WA 98061 (206-846-
8148),

NEW HOUSE
The Sandinistas have Es

tablished a non-govemmental
organization to promote
sister-city projects independ
ently of the new UNO
government. The "Popol Na
Foundation for Municipal
Promotion and Development"
takes its name from an

indigenous phrase meaning
"House of the Community."

It is a private institution
whose purpose includes
research on municipal affairs,
training, drafting projects for
municipal development, and
promotion and support for
sister-city projects. The staff
at Popol Na includes some of
the same individuals who pre
viously served at the Nicara
guan Institute for Municipal
Progress (INIFOM), a gov
ernmental organization
established by the Sandinistas
in 1989.

CONTACT; Liz Chilsen, Wisconsin Coordi
nating Councilon Nicaragua. P.O. Box 1534,
Madison. Wl 53701 (608-257-7230).



HOMEPORTING

Can New York Sink the

Staten Island Homeport?
Mayor David Dinkins sends a message to the Pentagon,
backing his city out of any financial support for completion
of the naval port.

The New York City naval homeport
is not dead yet, but the coroner may
be on the verge of making an

appearance.

With the Cold War winding down.
New York Mayor David Dinkins is esca
lating his efforts to prevent the homeport
for nuclear-armed war ships from ever
opening. Dinkins, who has called the navy
base a "port without a purpose," wrote to
the Pentagon in April, urging acancella- A
tion ofthe homeporting plan. In Con- JP
gressional testimony the same month, JmA
Dinkins proclaimed that the mm
homeport's "strategic rationale has jjjf
collapsed." m H

The New York mayor also IH
went a step further. He announced • H
that he has directed city Budget Di- MV
rector Philip Michael to remove

from the city's capital budget all iBj
funds connected to the homepon, in- ^
eluding $11 million for repairing bulk
heads and piers at the base and S20 to $22
million for upgrading an access road.

The New York homeport, under con
struction for five years on Staten Island
with the full support of ex-Mayor Ed
Koch's administration, is part of the "stra
tegic homeporting" program that Con
gress adopted in the 1980s as a way to
scatter and deploy a naval fleet that, at the
time, had been expected to grow to about
600 ships. The 13new ports, the Pentagon
argued, were required to prevent "another
Pearl Harbor."

But military budget cuts and a ground-
swell of opposition to the homeports have
dogged the program. And while the New
York homeport was originally expected to
open later this year, that timetable is now.

at best, questionable.
According to Dinkins, he might be

"breaking some unwritten rule of defense
budgeting by speaking out against federal
spending in my own city," but he said that
New Y ork would be better served iffederal

X

dollars were "redirected away from unnec
essary military expenditures."

Guy Molinari, the Republican bor
ough president of Staten Island, is upset by
Dinkins' opposition to homeporting. On
PBS' "The McNeil-Lehrer Report" in
June, when asked about the need for dis

persing the Navy's ships in this time of
glasnost, Molinari replied, "I would hope
we never get to the point where we say
there is nobody out there who is going to
attack us. We almost made that mistake in

World War II and maybe came close to not
surviving. I think that's a lesson we should

never forget."
The New York homeport has been

dealt another blow: It has lost its battle

ship, the U.S.S. Iowa, which was sent into
mothballs rather than undergoing $13
million in repairs in the aftermath of last
year's explosion on the vessel. Instead, the
Navy now hopes to port the Normandy, a
guided missile cruiser much smaller than
the port will be capable of accommodat
ing.

In a related matter. New York's city
leaders protested the docking of a British
nuclear-capable aircraft carrier, the
H.M.S. Ark Royal, at the Hudson River
waterfront in May. Manhattan Borough
President Ruth Messinger, citing Britain's
long-standing policy of refusing "to con
firm or deny" the presence of nuclear
weapons aboard its vessels, said that "nu
clear-capable warships should not dock in
the nation's most densely populated met-

k ropolitan area. I shudder to think what
mk would happen if there were an accident
L involving a nuclear warhead inMan-
^ hattan."
A At a press conference on the
H steps ofCity Hall, John Millerofthe
*9 Coalition for aNuclear Free Harbor
B said, "We have not worked to keep
B naval nuclear weapons out of
W Staten Island for the past seven
r years, only to have them sneak into

Manhattan aboard a British aircraft
r . „

carrier.

The General Accounting Office has
called for a hold on new homeport con
struction pending a reassessment of the
homeporting program in light of the
shrinking naval fleet. A bill (HR 4684) in
troduced into Congress — calling for ter
mination of the proposed navy homeport
in New York City and a freeze on addi
tional expenditures to build five other new
homeports at Everett (WA), Ingleside
(TX), Pascagoula (MS), Mobile (AL), and
Pensacola (FL) — is sponsored by Reps.
Patricia Schroeder (D-CO) and Charles

Bennett (D-FL).

SOURCES: John Miller, Coalitionfora Nuclear Free Harbor, 135
W. 4th St.. New York. NY 11215 (212-673-1808): Stephanie
Strom, "Dinkins Asks U.S. to Halt Development of S.I. Naval
Port." A/ewYorkTimes. April11.1990. p. B1;Jesse Mangaliman.
"Dinkins Cuts Homeport Funds From City Budget," Newsday.
April 11.1990.
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SOUTH AFRICA

Pushing Ahead
for Freedom
While U.S. local officials celebrate the release

of Nelson Mandela, they are pressuring for
the abolition of South Africa's racist system.

The release of Nelson Mandela hasn't quieted the com-
mitment of many city councils to continue pushing for an
endtotheapartheidsysteminSouthAfrica. SinceMandela

wasfreed earlier thisyear, at least 14city councils in the U.S. have
passed resolutions expressing theirongoing supportfor majorre
forms by the de Klerk government.

A model resolution, developed by the Africa Fund and its
"Vote for the People" campaign, has been used by the city coun
cils in drafting their own statements. It incorporates the follow
ing:

• Welcomes the release of Mandela, and calls for the

release of all other South African political prisoners;
• Condemns the racist apartheid system practiced by the

South African government; and,
• Calls upon the U.S. Congress to adopt comprehensive

economic and political sanctions against the South African re
gime, keeping them inplace until fulldemocracy isestablished in
that country.

Here are the cities that have passed resolutions since
Mandela's release:

California: Los Angeles, Oakland,
San Jose

Colorado: Aurora, Denver Shell C
District ofColumbia Englewood, 1
Massachusetts: Northampton Dutch/Shell sub
Michigan: Detroit, Kalamazoo, apply pressur

Portage 1,^ February
New Jersey: Teaneck Authority to cut
New York: New York City haveon
Texas. Dallas services.
Washington: Seattle jjj resolu
The state of Tennessee also adopted ofcontinued eco

the same resolution. And in Virginia, 1^1^^ Jersey Tur
Governor L. Douglas Wilder calledupon unless and until
all state agencies and educational institu- Qf holding
tions to divest themselves of business TheTurnpi
investments in companies that are not A numbero
"substantively free" ofeconomic ties to Oil, including cc
South Africa. According to Virginia la^d park (NJ).
officials, those holdings amount to over
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HOPING FOR A BETTER FUTURE.
Fourteen U.S. city councils have passed Mandela-inspired
resolutions that condemn apartheid and the bleak living
conditions it fosters.

$750 million.

In a speech at Norfolk State University in May, Governor
Wilder said stocks could be sold "with full adherence to our

fiduciary principles and fiscal responsibility." He added, "The
freedom sought in South Africa is no different from the freedom
sought in East Germany, Poland and Lithuania. Our supportcan
be no less."

SOURCE: The Africa Fund. 198 Broadway,NewYork,NY10038(212.962-1210); John F, Harris,
"Wilder Calls for Divestment by Va. Agencies," Washington Post. May 13, 1990, p. A1; 8.
Drummond Ayres Jr., "Virginia Governor Banning Investments InSouthAfrica," NewYork Times,
May 13,1990, p. A18.

SAYING "NO" TO SHELL
The Shell Oil Company has lost another friend — namely, the city council

of Englewood, NJ. Specifically, Englewood's councilmembers want the Royal
Dutch/Shell subsidiary to stop doing business in South Africa. And they're trying
to apply pressure to make that happen.

In February, the Englewood city fatherscalled on the New JerseyTurnpike
Authority to cut off its ties with Shell. Because of the monopoly that Shell gas
stations haveon the turnpike,motoristsmust usethe stationsfor gasandemergency
services.

In its resolution, the Englewoodcity council said it "supports the imposition
of continued economic sanctions against the Union of South Africa [and] urges the
New Jersey TurnpikeAuthority to discontinue doing business withShellOil Co.
unless and until Shell Oil Co. ceases to do business with South Africa and divests

itself of holdings within South Africa."
TheTurnpike'scontract with Shell comes upfor renewal in April 1991.
A numberof othercity councilshave gone on record urgingboycottsof Shell

Oil,including councils inPhiladelphia, New Haven, Takoma Park (MD) andHigh
land Park (NJ).



SOVIET UNION I

When a Sister City
Becomes Controversial
The citizens of Piano just wanted to bridge the gap between
the superpowers. But the John Birch Society hasn't made
the process easy.

PLANO, Texas, already has two sis
ter cities — Enfield, Australia and

Gumi, South Korea. So adopting a
third may not have seemed too extraordi
nary.

In 1988, when Piano resident Zia

Shamsy began talking about affiliating
with a city in the Soviet Union, the city
council was unanimously supportive of
the effort. As a result, no one expected the
political donnybrook that eventually en
sued.

Representatives of the local chapterof
the ultraconservative John Birch Society
led the charge against formalizing a sis
terly tie in the U.S.S.R. At a city council
meeting early last year, Ray Wade of the
Birch Society testified that even though
the policy of glasnost may appear to signal
a new era in the Soviet Union, the Soviets

cannot be trusted.

Larry Waters, another speaker at that
meeting, concurred, claiming that "inter
action with people from a communist
country is impossible." Still another,
Clark Bishop, said the Soviet people were
"murderers," and that "it is just morally
wrong to support them in any way."

Overnight, four Piano councilmem-
bers voiced doubts about the sister city
plan. Once it became clear that the council
would reject the new international tie, the
Piano Soviet Sister City Program, Inc.
withdrew its request for a council resolu
tion sanctioning the relationship.

But supporters of the sister city did not
abandon their enthusiasm. In the ensuing
nine months, they hosted five Soviet citi
zens on a visit to Piano, in cooperation with
a nationwide "Soviets Meet Middle Amer

ica" program. They encouraged Piano
schoolchildren to participate in pen-pal
clubs with Soviet youngsters, and they
organized exhibits of Soviet art at local
libraries. They spoke to local church and
civic groups, collected signatures on peti
tions and began making plans for future
exchanges. And they put Piano's city
councilmembers in touch with people
from other cities to leam about the benefits

of this type of sister city tie.
The actions made a difference. Last

December, the city council voted 5-to-2
to approve a sister city link with the
U.S.S.R. At the meeting, there was some
additional public testimony in opposition
to that council decision. But Bob

Weidman, president of the Sister City
Program, said that it was "time to put away
hate." This time, a majority of the council
agreed.

Since then. Piano has been paired
with Ivanova in the U.S.S.R. The mayor
and other officials of each city will make
their first formal exchange visits this Sep
tember. The tie between Piano and Iva

nova is expected to become the 59th such
alliance between U.S. and Soviet cities.

Mahlynn Richter, a freelance writer, contrib
uted to the preparation of this article.

SISTCRS SEEING GREEN
ThetNVIRONMENTAL CRISIS HAS CAUOHT THE ATTENTION

of the entire world, so it's not surprising that U.S-Soviet

Mster city programs are seeing green these days, too.

Joseph Grabill, co-chair of the Bloomington (IL)-

Normal sister city committee and professor of history at

Illinois State University, discussed this growing trend as

part of a pre.sentation at the International Studies Associa*

tion in Washington, D.C. in April:

"Some citizen diplomats, deep ecologydiplomats, and

- others talk from their heart about the common Earth home

as they celebrate EarthWeek 1990. Sister cities in Bing-

hampton, New York, and Borovlchi, U.S.S.R., are con

ductinganecologyprojectinhonorofEarthWeekinApril

1990, with New Yorkers planting trees and Borovichi

citizens reducing industrial and agricultural waste."

Grabill added, "The ecological vision is to build parks,

to plant trees, to share information about the new thic<. R's:

reduce, reuse, recycle, and to control toxins in the env iion-

ment"

Here are some other environmental activities *if U.S.

Soviet sister cities:

S Cambridge (MA)-Yerevan: In March, Cambridge«

hosted a delegation of Yerevan environmentalists who at- §

tended the NewEnglandEnvironmental Conference. They

met with Cambridge environmentalists and lectured alxiui

ecological problems in their homeland.

• Eugene(OR) - Irkutsk: In February,the sister city

committee hosted a panel discussion, "Environmental Is

sues inIrkutskand theU.S.S.R." Environments Iexchanges
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Melting the "Ice Curtain"
Alaska takes the initiative in building cultural and economic bridges between itself and the
Soviet Far East. Joint ventures range from fishing to farming to gold mining.

IN Nome, Alaska, the cab drivers have started accepting
rubles.

That is one of the clearest signs that Alaska is leading the way
in improving relations between the peoples of the U.S. and the
U.S.S.R. And no one could be happier than Alaska Governor
^teve Cowper.

"We are geographically and historically better placed than
any state to create a regularcommerce between the Soviet Union
and the United States," says Cowper.

Perhaps becauseof Alaska's geographic location and history,
the state has seen itself as having a special role in melting the "ice
curtain." Separated from the Soviet Union by just 2.5 miles at the
closest point, Alaska was once part of Russia, and the first white
men to explore it were Russian fur traders. The U.S. purchased
Alaska from Russia in 1867 for $7.2 million in a deal that became

known as "Seward's Folly", named after Secretary of State
William Henry Seward. Some Alaskan natives still have rela
tives in the Soviet Far East.

No wonder trade, scientific and cultural exchanges between
the two neighbors are moving ahead quickly. Government
officials, trade delegations and citizen groups from Alaska and the

between the two cities arc on the draw ing boards, including

joint project.s for Oregon-Irkutsk lake studies involving-

local scientists and environmentalists. Irkutsk invited two

Eugene environmentalists to be guests of the U.S.S.R.

Academy of Scientists at an international symposium this

summer tided "The Ecology and Preservation of Lake

Baikal."

fl Oakland (CA) - Nakhodka: In May, six Lithu

anian environmentalists—four ofwhom are leaders in the

"Green" movement in Lithuania — gave a presentation in

Oakland on the current slate of the environment in tlKir

country,co-sponsored by the local sister city association.

While in the Bay Area, they met with waste water treat

ment managers, agricultural engineers and trustees for

public land.

Soviet Far East have visited one another in recent months. Nome

and Provideniya are now connected by 90-minute charter flights
offered by Nome-based Bering Air, and Alaska Airlines is hoping
to win landing rights in some Soviet cities. In an agreement signed
last September, Eskimos of both countries can now travel
visa-free across the Bering

On the academic front, Jfff
the University of Alaska has
signed more than 20 agree- ^
ments with Soviet institutes

and scientists. Researchers

will share information about

Arctic issues and co-sponsor
botanical expeditions.

On both sides ofthe Ber- '"pi • .
ing Strait, trade opportunities SClCnLlIlC
have captured a lot of atten-
,ion. Ajointgold-mmingop- CUltUtal
eration has already been cre
ated. So have joint fishing,

farming and telecom- CXChailgCS
munications projects.
Butalongthe way, Alas- i ^ All

kans have learned that betWeCIl AlaSKa.
there will be a lot of ob-

stacks to overcome ia jJjg goyiet
commerce with the So

viets, ranging from lan
guage barriers to cur- Far East are
rency problems to So
viet red tape. Yet that • i j

hasn't dimmed the opti- ITlOVing alieaCl
mism of some people.
"Perhaps the greatest niliflclv
potential for trade we H. y*
have is looking West,"
says George Krusz,
president of the Alaska
Chamber of Commerce.

SOURCES: Governor Steve
Cowper's office. State Capitol, Jun-
eau, AK 99811 (907-465-3500}:
Scott Armstrong. "Alaska Warms to
Task of Thawing "Ice Curtain' Be
tween US, Soviets," Christian Sci-

i ence Monitor, April6,1990. p. 1.

g
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INTERVIEW

Planning for Peace
in New Haven

An inten'iew with Tom Holahan, chair of the New Haven City
Peace Commission.

Last November New Haven voters made it clear: They

want cuts in the military budget and they want the savings directed
to the nation's cities (MFP, Winter 1989-90).

The referendum they approved, by a 5-to-l
margin, also called on the federal government to
"guarantee conversion from military to civilian
production without loss of jobs or income."

The referendum was proposed, and support
for it was organized, by the New Haven City
Peace Commission, an official city agency es
tablished by ordinance in 1987. David Adams
spoke with Tom Holahan, the Commission
chair. Holahan is a school teacher and former

member of the New Haven Board of Aldermen.

What do you see as the importance of the
referendum results?

, Peace Conmiission
First, It unified the community by express-

ing the broad consensus, already documented by polls, that the
Cold War should be ended and that the enormous resources pre
viously squandered on weaponry should be used to solve our
escalating social problems. There was practically no organized
opposition to the referendum and support came from all sectors of
the city.

Second, the referendum called attention to the importance of
economic conversion. We cannot move toward peace until
guarantees are provided that the dismantling of the military-
industrial complex will not result in widespread unemployment
and lowered incomes.

Third, it focused on the federal budget which is the key to the
crisis we face. This is an economic crisis comparable to the Great
Depression. And it will require government initiatives as great as
those in the '30s. We are emerging, as people did from the '20s,
from an era that denied the important role of the federal govern
ment in our national life.

Is a city peace commission essential to the success of such a
referendum?

No, but it helps. Legally, any group could have petitioned the
Board of Aldermen to start the process. But the Commission
helped legitimize the proposal. It's an official municipal agency
representing not only traditional peace and solidarity activists, but
also elected officials, trade unionists, students, ministers, journal
ists, and social service providers. We work with the school system
on an annual Youth March for Peace and teacher training on peace
issues. We're also involved with sister initiatives — one with

Nicaragua and one proposed with the Soviet Union.
That history gave us a base to start from. And the referendum

process goes hand-in-hand with the City Peace Commission's
work as part of a broader process — the institutionalization of
peace. The results ofour referendum will not be forgotten but will
become the basis of a municipal policy toward budget-making.

What do you mean by "the institutionalization of peace"?
War has its own institutions, like the military-industrial

complex. Now we must create institutions to manage peace. For
peace activists, that means a radical change in
attitudes and tactics. The Vietnam protest and
the Freeze movement were defined by and lim
ited to the activity they opposed. Success was
defined by ending the war or the arms build-up.

This new kind ofpeace movement requires
the development of institutions to plan and
manage peace, rather than just saying some
body else should manage it. It's a commitment
that is more long-range. And it demands a so
phisticated definition of goals, roles and in
volvement.

A case in point is the need for new institu
tions to guarantee economic conversion. At the
federal level, the Weiss bill calls for altemative-

lair Tom Holahan . j ,-i , j
use committees composed of labor and manage

ment at every major defense facility to plan for conversion. It also
calls for advisory representation from the local community. This
could be one of the many planning functions served by peace com
missions like ours in New Haven.

What do you mean by "guarantees" for economic conversion?
First, it's clear that government at all levels must be deeply

involved in planning for peace, just as it has always been involved
in military production. In all likelihood, the peacetime products
of former military companies will need subsidies or government
agencies will have to remain the primary purchaser, at least until
the companies can be weaned from government dependence. Job
retraining and relocation and the provision of special unemploy
ment benefits and job referral services will be needed. Someone
has wryly, but accurately I think, called these "Veterans of the
Cold War" benefits.

If all else fails, there must be the possibility, however ex
treme, that governments can manage companies. Public take
overs of utility companies at the state and local levels are a
precedent. The process of economic conversion is simply too
important to be left to chance. We need to develop and adopt a
national peace policy. Failure to plan for peace would be as
disastrous as failure to plan in the context of war.

David Adams is a professor of psychology and the author ofAmerican
Peace Movements: History, Causes and Future (1986) and Psychology
for Peace Activists (1987). Both hooks are availablefrom Adams, 256
Shore Drive, Branford, CT 06405.

Peace Commission Chair Tom Holahan
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GLOBAL RELATIONS

No Place

Like Home

Palo Alto offers international

visitors an evening away from
Disneylands and roadside
alligator wrestling. In the
process, it tries to advance
international understanding.

Tony Andersson organizes interna-
tional trips for Swedish business
and political leaders. Andwhatthey

want most in a trip to the United States,
Andersson says, is more than a quick boat
ride around the Statue of Liberty, a Grand
Canyon fly-over and a day-long race
through Disneyland. They want to mingle
with the natives. They want to see how
Americans live.

In Palo Alto, Andersson says, interna
tional tourists can do just that.

Two years ago, Palo Alto city officials
established the International Visitors

Committee (IVC). And now, says the Palo
Alto Times, "The concept of a global
community is actualized in the realm of the
American home."

The original home was called "Bryant
House" — a 1920s mission-style home
overlooking Bryant Street and belonging
to Anne Saldich, a Palo Alto resident and

co-chair of the program. As meetings have
become more popular, the gatherings have
moved to the Palo Alto home of Maya and
Nick Selby. Each Wednesday, interna
tional visitors drop in at the Selby home on
Melville Street to mix with Americans, to

practice their English, and to eat what
passes in this diverse country for "native"
cuisine.

"It's a one-on-one way to increase
international understanding," Saldich
says. "We try to provide a homey atmos
phere with firelight, candlelight, music —
in a place where people can come and talk.
It's really a very down-home, grass-roots
kind of thing."

"It's an activity you don't normally do
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A TASTE OF AMERICA

Taiwanese visitors are greeted by the International Visitors Committee at a gathering
in Palo Alto.

that travelers would very much like to do,"
says Swedish tour organizer Andersson. "I
think the idea is terrific."

So do Palo Altans. Joe Carleton, a

member of the council-established IVC,

says the program demonstrates that
"there's a lot of world outside Palo Alto."

But on Wednesday evenings the
"world outside Palo Alto" gathers inside
the city — in particular at the Melville
Street home now officially referred to as
the International Visitors Committee's

Hospitality Center. The place is alive with
foreign tongues — Chinese agriculture
students and Japanese music students from
Stanford University, Middle Eastern busi
ness leaders in the Bay Area for a quick
commercial visit, or Andersson's collec

tion of Swedish business and political
leaders eager to discover something called
American culture.

"To be received in someone's home is

rare" for international travelers, Saldich

says. "Usually as a visitor you're received
at a university banquet or a restaurant, but
you never get to see how people live. We
want people to get the feeling of an Ameri
can home."

The International Visitors Committee

is an arm of Palo Alto's sister cities pro
gram, Neighbors Abroad. The
committee's work is sponsored by a vari
ety of private organizations — including
the Bechtel International Center at Stan

ford, the Council of the Arts for Palo Alto

and Midpeninsula, the American Associa
tion of University Women, the YWCAand
the Red Cross—as well as the city govern
ment, which provides the group with free
meeting space, printing, staff support, and
other subsidies.

But the gatherings at the Selby home
— as well as at nearby restaurants and
parks — remain the International Visitors
Committee's most obvious success, per
haps because the idea of bringing strangers
into one's home, if only for a few hours
each week, is what peace work is all about.
As the Mexicans say, "Mi casa es tu casa."

And that, says Michel Nabti, a 25-year
Palo Alto resident and native of Lebanon,

is why Palo Alto and the city's Hospitality
Center deserve to become models for other

U.S. cities.

"People, cultures and communities
are better known not through official gov-
emment policies, but through personal
contacts," says Nabti, a former fellow of
Stanford's Hoover Institute. "IVC is so

timely in meeting this kind of need — to
learn as well as share in a mutual cycle of
give and take — for the promotion of
brotherhood and peace."

SOURCES: Anne Saldich, 1500 Bryant Street, Palo Alto. OA
94303 {415-327-8620): Palo Alto International Visitors Commit
tee (415-324-9091): Linda P. Jacob. "Visitor committee efforts
successful," Palo Alto Times. August 30.1988; Carolyne Zinko,
"Inthe home: 'good way to connect.'" Palo Alto Times. December
1.1988.



BOOK REVIEW

Waging World Peace
BRIDGING THE GLOBAL GAP: A HANDBOOK TO LINKING CITIZENS OF THE FIRST AND THIRD WORLDS.

Medea Benjamin and Andrea Freedman (Seven Locks Press, P.O. Box 27, Cabin John, MD 20818), 1989.

Theinternationalist movement is really nothing new. The
American Revolution may not have succeeded were it not
for the help of Europeans. In the 1930s, the Abraham

Lincoln Brigade traveled to Spain in the battle against Francisco
Franco's brand of fascism.

But as Medea Benjamin and Andrea Freedman point out,
today's progressive internationalists are
not motivated by calls to arms. They are
reaching out beyond their own borders, BMIB
driven by a spirit ofnonviolent commit- aW
ment to social, economic and political

Both Benjamin and Freedman are
personal examples of modem-day inter-
nationalists. They are co-founders of I|m
Global Exchange, a two-year-old non-
profit research, education and action cen- wX
ter designed to build people-to-people
bridges between the U.S. and the Third U
World. And as the subtitle of their book fBlIllwJP''
promises, they have created a useful and
thoughtful handbook to help make citizen _\ ^

Bridging the Global Gap describes V,
how people have made a commitment to
international consciousness for a variety

of reasons. Some have recognized that the
only solutions to the greenhouse effect jjjjjjjjjjj^
and the annihilation of the rain forests are

global ones. Others have been compelled
to act by the poverty and the hunger that ravages the Third World.
Still others are driven by an urgency to find alternatives to nuclear
destruction.

Whatever their original motivation, they have found them
selves joined together by the reality that nations and people are
interdependent. And in some cases, even these activists have been
surprised that their own political and social perspectives have
changed so dramatically along the way.

Among the most engaging sections of the book are the
authors' mini-profiles of people like Loren Hedstrom, a hog
farmer from Scandia, Kansas, who, almost on a whim, joined a
church delegation traveling to Mexico and Nicaragua ("The
church agreed to pay part of the trip, so I figured, 'why not?"'). In
meetings with church leaders in Mexico, Hedstrom was startled
by explanations he heard about the reasons for the poverty there,
and how the U.S. was contributing to its perpetuation. "I was a
very conservative Republican — I come from Reagan country.

you know—and I got quite upset about the things I was hearing."
But then Hedstrom started talking to the people in the coun

tries he visited, listening to their own hopes and dreams for their
future. Eventually, he was won over by their modest aspirations
for a piece of land of their own and a better life for their families.

"This kind of experience is a very heavy thing — it shakes up
everything you ever leamed, everything
you ever believed," Hedstrom told the5authors. He has taken his transformed
thinking back with him to Kansas, talking
about his experiences in churches and
Lions Club meetings. Today, he is district
coordinator for the Lutheran hunger pro
gram, and he works on poverty and justice

Hedstrom concedes that his travel

experiences in Central America were very
emotional, and were not "fun and games."
Benjamin and Freedman seem to agree.
Throughout their book, they confront the
tough realities that are part of an interna
tional consciousness. For instance, they
discuss the dilemmas that are inevitable

parts of sister city relationships, tackling
tough questions like, "Given the social and
economic disparities between potential

partners, can partnerships become more
than a one-way transfer of resources? If
not, what makes them any different from
traditional charity?" Or, "Doesn't having

a U.S. partner unfairly benefit one community over another?
Can't partnerships actually disrupt a Third World govemment's
efforts to allocate and distribute scarce resources?"

Bridging the Global Gap also offers guidelines on building
organizational strength, and again, confronts difficult issues such
as the white and middle-class predominance within the interna
tionalist movement here. At the 1987 U.S.-Nicaragua sister city
conference, for example, there was only one black delegate out of
some 350 who attended. That individual challenged others in the
sister city movement to strengthen their commitment to the
people struggling for survival in their own home cities, and to
involve them in activities.

Benjamin and Freedman write that "the success of these
organizations will ultimately depend on their ability to reflect our
broader society.... Our understanding of poverty and racism in
the Third World can only be designed by seeing the issues through
the eyes of fellow citizens who struggle with them in their
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everyday lives."
Ties between peoples of different

cultures and economic strata have the po
tential for making a real difference in how
the world is shaped. And in the back of
Bridging the Global Gap, a 100-page re
source guide to internationalist organiza
tions suggests that we really are on the

Priorities, from page36

marketplace.
The events in Eastern Europe and the

redefinition of our relationship with the
Soviets provide us with a historic opportu
nity to address priorities that have been on
our national back burner for too long.

Whether it is finding a cure for AIDS,
expanding mass transit or rescuing our
public schools from neglect, we must
begin to bring our tax dollars home now in
order to defend America's cities. Because

while we may be winning the Cold War in
Europe, we still face a life and death

brink of a new era, shifting away from the
philosophy that there are "our" problems
and "their" problems. According to Ben
jamin and Freedman, "The new interna
tionalist movement has a unique opportu
nity to be a key player in building and
shaping the momentum for change."
[R.T.]

struggle against drugs, joblessness and
disease within our own borders.

America's children deserve a better

future from us than poverty-ridden cities
and high-tech weaponry.

That's why the cry for freedom that
today is heard from the Baltic to Bulgaria
can become our rallying cry, too, as we
speak out for new spending priorities and a
productive peacetime economy.

Just as we have shown ourselves

strong enough to fight any war, let us be
wise enough to plan for peace.

This article is reprinted with the permission
of the Cleveland Plain Dealer.

Hiroshima Nagasaki Live
I' AWorld-wide Link-up by

Telephone, Radio, and Computer
Universal Peace Week, August3rd to 9th

As the Peace Bells chime in Hiroshima, Japan, on the
morning of August 6th (Japan time), people frbm hi^und
the world will begin a telephone conference call and live
radio broadcast. This conference will be the highlight of
the week of International Conferencing by Computer, to
commemorate IJniversal Peace Week, August 3rd to 9th,
and will be broadcast live wherever possible.

Please join us for Hiroshima Nagasaki Live,
a worldwide telephone, radio and computer link-up for peace.

For information contact us immediately by phone, express mail,
or electronic mail if you wish to participate.

Hiroshima Nagasaki Live
World Conference Link-ups

Dove's Palace, 7098 Hawks Avenue
Vancouver B.C., Canada V6A, 3J3

604-266-0889

Sky on TWICS, KAMOME, WEB
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BUILD HOMES NOT BOMBS - THE

VIDEO. Why are thousands of people
forced to leave their homes each month?

Why does our govemment spend more
than half our tax dollars on the military?
Why can't we shift our national priorities
from weapons to people? The answers are
in the Jobs with Peace video. Build Homes

Not Bombs. William Sloane Coffin called

it a "compassionate description of our
housing situation with consistently
thoughtful connections with the arms
race." Jobs with Peace Campaign, 76
Summer Street, Boston, MA 02110 (617-
338-5783).

TRAVEL PROGRAMS IN CENTRAL

AMERICA. A directory for Central
America study, delegations, work bri
gades, nature expeditions, service oppor
tunities in all fields. 150 organizations
listed. Map, embassy, air fare information
and trip calendar. 48 pages, S5. Central
America Information Center, P.O. Box
50211-W, San Diego, CA 92105 (619-
583-2925).

TRAVEL AROUND THE WORLD FOR

YOUR B.A. DEGREE - Design a world
class curriculum with international faculty
on five continents. Three years outside
your home country. Recognized B.A.
Global awareness. Planetary citizens.
What's really going on? Discover. Ex
plore. Live it. The future is looking for
you. You want an education. We'll give
you the world. Friends World College.
Arthur Meyer, Director of Admissions,
Plover Lane, Huntington, New York
11743 (516-549-1102).

SHOPPING FOR A BETTER WORLD is

a quick and easy guide to socially respon
sible supermarket shopping. This second
edition pocket-size guide contains infor
mation on corporate social responsibility
that will help you cast your economic vote
as conscientiously as your political vote.
To order one copy send $4.95 plus SI
postage to: The Council on Economic
Priorities, 30 Irving PI., New York, NY
10003 (1-800-U CAN HELP).

BEQUESTS. Add a bequest to the Center
for Innovative Diplomacy, or for one of its
many projects to your will. For more
information contact Carol Simon, The

Center for Innovative Diplomacy, 17931-
F Sky Park Circle, Irvine. CA 92714.

For information on classifieds write or call:

Bulletin of Municipal Foreign Policy
Classified Advertising
17931-F Sky Park Circle
Irvine, CA92714
(714) 250-1296



THE LAST WORD

Ending the Cold War at Home
It's time to address priorities at home that have been neglected for too long.

hy Mike White
Mayor, Cleveland. Ohio

POR THOSE OF US WHO GREW UP IN THE
shadow of superpower conflict, the

remarkable growth and success of the

democracy movements in Eastern Europe
have been as astonishing as they have been
inspiring. After all, who could have imagined
that by 1990 Western Europe would face a nM
siege not ofSoviet tanks, but ofEast German ar\.9^

This grassroots uprising against commu-
nism reminds all of us that the hunger for W
liberty, whether it be in Cracow. Cape Town
or Cleveland, remains one of the greatest j^HHH ajjBf
forces on Earth. In the wake of this peaceful
revolution few can doubt that we now face the

most significant opportunity for real peace in
Europe since World War II.

For Americans the events in Europe have meant something
else, too: new prospects for reduced tensions with the Soviet
Union and, with it, a return to a true peacetime economy. And for
us the impact of that second "revolution," while hardly as dra
matic, may be almost as far-reaching.

Defense Secretary Richard Cheney's plan to trim SI80 bil
lion from the 1992-94 military budget — though representing
only a minor poke at Pentagon fat — opens a long-awaited

dialogue over how military spending should be trimmed in the
wake of our changing relationship with the Soviets. But, more
than that, it raises the issue of how those savings should be
reallocated.

According to our city's finance department, more than $3.5
billion will leave Cuyahoga County to help pay for military-
related spending for fiscal year 1990. That comes to more than
$2,300 per person. With Pentagon spending averaging $34
million an hour, it is not hard to understand how we came to be

paying so much.
What isn't as clear is why, as we enter what President Bush

has described as a new era in U.S.-Soviet relations, we cannot

redirect some of those dollars to meet our needs here at home. For

Cleveland families, joblessness, drugs, crime and overcrowded
classrooms loom as a far greater danger than the prospect of a
Soviet invasion.

The choice is not whether we can afford to bankrupt our cities
and public services for the sake of unlimited military expansion.
Clearly we cannot. Instead the issue is where military budget cuts
are made—how deep they will go—and whether the savings will
be applied to rebuilding our communities. If anyone doubts the

Îimpact that defense budget savings could have
on urban life, he should just consider what we
could buy with the $1 trillion the Star Wars
system would cost us.

According to Sane/Freeze, America's
most prestigious peace activist organization,
for the cost of one Star Wars system we could
afford to give every family in Ohio a $75,000
house, place it on $5,000 worth of land, furnish
it with $10,000 worth of furniture and put a
$10,000 car in each garage.

We'd still have enough money left to do
the same for every family in Indiana and West
Virginia while having still enough to build a
$ 10million hospital and a $10million library in
250 other cities and towns.

Of course, most in government would
argue that the idea of spending so much on civilian needs is
inconceivable. And perhaps that's part of the problem, too.

Too many in government have come to accept that it is
impossible to address the fact that every year at least 10,000
people in Cleveland have no place to live, yet these government
officials are unwilling to question the propriety of spending $100
billion for the Trident II submarine and F-18 jet fighter programs.
Too many accept our government's refusal to adequately fund
child care while it spends $4 billion on nuclear warheads during
one six-month period. In 1987, 13,000 children of parents on
welfare in Cleveland needed child care in order for their parents
to work.

While Rich DeColibus of the Cleveland Teachers Union and

other community leaders rightly point out the necessity of bring
ing more educators into our public school system, federal spend
ing for education was slashed by 14 percent between 1982 and
1986. At the same time, dollars for the military increased at a rate
almost three times as great. In the 1990s, we can't tolerate federal
spending priorities that place more value on developing military
technology than on safeguarding the very human resources our
nation will depend on for the next century.

Though a modernized steel industry and an expanded U.S.
capability in electronics and machine tools may not fit some
conventional definitions of national security, we also know that
we cannot build America's future on fast-food jobs and foreign
imports. By redirecting some of the 70 percent of federal research
dollars now dedicated to the military to the civilian sector, we can
begin to strengthen our ability to compete once again in the world

see Priorities, page 35
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.A,] Building
Municipal

Policies

Il/nWali ' ActionI /wIMI U Handbook for
kliL'Jm^r Citizens and

Local Elected

Officials.

A large format, softcover guide to thinking globally and
acting locally. 1987. 59 pp. $6

HAVIN(;

INTERNATIONAL
AFFAIRS

VOl U WAY

Having
International

Affairs

Your Way

A Five-Step Briefing
Manual for Citizen

Diplomats.

A large format, softcover handbook for starting your own
people-to-people diplomacy. 29 pp. $6

A
SHin
IN MILITARY
SPENDING

10
AMERIi

CITIES

A Shift in

Military
Spending

What it means to

Four Cities

and the Nation

A large format, softcover report prepared by
Employment Research Associates for the United
States Conference of Mayors. 1988. 49 pp. $10

PITIES
AND

THE

BCRLIN

The Bulletin

of Municipal
Foreign Policy
"...an indispensable
resource for local

officials and activists

across the country"
— St. Paul Mayor

Jim Scheibel,

Join the Center for Innovative Diplomacy and become
a subscriber to the Bulletin of Municipal Foreign
Policy. Four Quarterly issues $35.

Towns

and

Development
A guide to
Europe's
city-based Third
World development
projects.

A large format, softcover handbook including the Co
logne Appeal and case studies. 1988. 100 pp. $6

Munirioci] Foivkn lFt)]M"v

IIM HIC.HTOWI H'S WITH Tllh U-1)s

Back issues of

The

Bulletin

of Municipal
Foreign Policy

V. 3, No. 3 - U.S. Cities and South African Apartheid
V. 3, No. 4 - Feds Attack Municipal Foreign Policy
V. 4, No. 1 - Cities and the Berlin Wall

V. 4, No. 2 - Cities on Drugs $6 each



NATIONAL SECURITY?

National security means more than weapons.

It means economically vibrant communities. It means health care and education, child care, and
transportation worthy of our citizens. It means decent affordable housing for every American.

Measured in these terms, our national security has been breached. But across America, cities and
towns are fighting back with an array of innovative foreign policy strategies.

Along the way they're changing the world.

READ ABOUT IT.
The Bulletin of Municipal Foreign Policy
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